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SG.A botches ·freshman· elections
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President vetqes tWo Senate solutions; By defa ult, results stand
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BY CHAD ENGELLAND :·

The ·con1rovers11
···unfolds ·

.

.

·.

.

·v·nlavers in.the s election banle

The~
·Stude~t Government Associa:~
· tion (SGA) left two C:a.ndidates'
>Desiree
»Brendon Cull
>lames
'nam~s off.the.ballot and' vioiated
. Demonbreun is·
Bowling's vote
was the most
several parts ofthe Election Code
the president of
was key to·
vocal advocate
SGA and vetoed
passing the ·
of holding a
duriOg ·the· freshman Senate· elecboth of Senate's
·second motion,
.new• election,
. tiori. Afte~ discoveting t~~ incom.solutions.
pushing both .
but he did not
plete ballots, SGA ·officials added
Senate motions.
vote'fo overturn
the two students' names-for the sec-'
the v_eto. ·
ond
day
of
vot.ing
~nd
keptthe
polls
>-Sept. 30; lp.·m:-- P6i1s for
>Jeffrey Pugh
>Jason
>Kevin
open for a third day. . ·
the fresb_mail Senate elections
.Thomason
- cosponsor.ed
Schaefer is the
.
Student
Senate
passed
two
moclose when it is discovered
sponsored both
Senate's first
Board of
.: tions to void the eleetion and ad~
two of the 11 candidates'
proposed
motions. to void
Elections' Chair
minister a new one; SGA President
the elections
solution, but did
and must ensure
names were left off the ballot.
· not suppor!
and schedule
Desiree Demonbreun vetoed· both
proper
.new ones.
· procedures are
subsequent
>S~pt. 3 l·:..... P~lls open with ·motions;
proposals.
observed.
The first veto could not be overballots that include all 11
turned because the motion included
candidates.
time specifications that had already
>-Sept. 31, 1Q p.m. - Senate . past by the time Senate met again,
For the second measure, Senate
convenes for an emergency
Text 99-38: "We move that-the Fall '98 election be declared void. The election will·
faiied by one vote to muster the necmeeting, voting 14-2 to have
recommence Oct. 5 and 6. The Board of Elections and all staff will be compensated· for all ·
essary two-thirds majority to over~
new elections the following
work completed arid work ihthe future:'
·
ride Demonbruen's veto.
·
week.
·
>-PASSED by the Senate 14-2.on Sept. 31
>;VETOED.by the pr,esident on O_ct. 2
_Monday, at'ter the Senate meet.
.
.
:
.
ing
and the failed over-ride vote,
>-Ocl. 1 - Polls are open an .
Text 99-45: "We move that the fall '98 ~lection (Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1) be declared.
SGA officials posted the'results fo'r
.extra, day to compensate for
voi.d. The election will recommence on Oct. 20 and Oct. 2 L Candidates will be allowed to
the election, which ran Sept: 30
the mishap on Sept. 30.
repo~t.signs and/or promotional material, keeping within the Election Code. A\111 candithrough Oct.2 ... · ..
·
. w
c:lates' eligibilitywill be:deter.mined·based on their eligibility inthe voi~ election: ·B,:of-E.
>oct. 1 - Ba,llots are ~~unted . Michefl~ Manassah; whdse · lBoard of Elections] personnel will be compensated at their regular rate fodhe new election.
name did not ap~ear on the baliot
and tallied two ways: One
All vote penaltieswill rerriain in effect:'
for
the first day ofvoting; ·was'Cmly
includes the 135 votes cast
>:PASSED. by.the Senate 9,;,7 on Oct. 5
>-VETOED by the president on Oct. 7
nine votes behind the. ~ourth.fop
Sept. 30. before the· mistake
vote g~tter.. The. top folir become
was correct.ed, the. other
senators.
In the memo, Demonbreun cited
Many of the cand.idates were
·. "I just think they should have
ignores those votes.
"Not tci deny that those fbur ·logistical concerns about man- upset. "The fact is we all worked . started over on Tuesday when they
people are.competent .•.. but I j~st powerarid salaries for the Board of hard on this election and they com- first realized the electiori was
>-Od. 2 - President Desiree
wanted a fair 'shot at obtaining the Elections and called into question · pletely. screwed it up. Everyone screwed up on both parts, the SenDemonbreun vetoes Senate's
position,"
Manassah said. "I have the necessity of following the Elec~ should be ll}ad," said candidate ate and the candidates," said Chris
plan for new elections after
alot of supporters who say I need tion Code verbatim.
Mark Mallot.
Seelback, ·one of the candida.tes
reviewingthe results and
to'. go out and:fight this."
"Also, by. not following the Elec"I don't want to campaign again. whose name was not on the ballot~ hearing from cal1didates.
Demonbreun,. unlike Senate, tions Code verbatim, arid saying I don't have the energy," he sai,d .
See Eledion, Page 3
knew the election results before .that because we did not; the·whole.
>-Od. 5 - Senate, without
looking at the election results, . making a decision. Regarding election is invalidated; is not a real .
passes a bilLon the th\rd try, 9- Manassah, she said, "I have to do life solution," she wrote.
what'~ right for ,6,000 .people as a
"We write rules arid laws to pro~
7, which woul.dvoid the first ·
whole."
vide an organized guideline, not to
election and set dates of Oct~
Five. hundred ten voters cast a follow verbatim. Rules and laws
20 and 21 ·for a new election. ·
total of 1,636 votes. Elev~n candic are written in general, they cannot
Student Senate unanimously ~r- supposed to b~ provided: to The
dates ran for four open slots. The fake every situation into account, dered an investigation into the· Newswire/the Senate an"d every
>-Od. 7 - Demonbreun
top four vote getters were Natosha · because all situations are different Boa,rd of Elections· last Monday member of the.Board of Elections
·vetoes the Senate's measure,
with 270 votes, in soine aspect," she wrote. . .
Cuyler-Sherman
because of the "questionable." han- prior to the election. No such list
because it wouldn't bring a
Julie
Hammersmith
with 246, Mark
The second measure, .passed · dllng of the freshman elections.
was distributed.
.
speedy resolution and because
Mallett with ·. 237. and Dan during a regular Senate meeting on · In the resolution, Senate exFurthbr; none of th~ candidates
seven of the 11 candidates ·
McCormick with· 140;
. Oct. 5, would have void.ed the elec- pressed "its e~treme dissatisfac.tion met with the Chair of the Board of
told her they didn't want to
The firstSenate mea~ure passed tion and called for a new election with the Board of Elections," call- Election~.· Kevin Schaefer, as recampaign again.
14:2 during an emergency S~nate on Oct. 20 ··and 21. The measure ing their behavior "questionable quired by Election Code.
meeting
Sept. 31. The motion came up for a vote three .times be- and irresponsible." · ·
.· ·
Sen;ttor Brendon Cull, who
>-Oct. 12 ~By one vote,·
would
have
voided
the
election
and
fore being passed .9-7.
Senators are cohcemed about a sponsored' the motion, also exSenate fails to muster the.
Demonbreun vetoed the second number of alleged Election Code pressed concern thatthe Chair was.
necessary two-thirds majority · scheduled a new one for Oct. :S and
6:.
.
measure on Oct. 7.
violations in addition to the two allegedly not present while the
to over-ride the veto. The
Demonbreun
vetoed
the
motion
"It was offering a res~lution, and candidates' names being left offthe. votes were tallied a11d people who
results of the election, based
Oct. 2 and explained her reasons in· a fair one at that ... but I think this .ballot on the first da,y.
· were not members of the Board paron all three days of voting,
a
memo to Senators, provided to is a decision that needs to be influProcedure was.not observed in ticipatedjn the tabulation,' a violastand by default. ·
·
The Newswire by Liam Randall, l:mced by what the candidates the formulation and distribution .of tion ofcode.
legislativ~ vice president.· ·
think," said Demonbreun.
. candidate ._lists - lists that were
-Chad ~ngelland
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher
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NEWS BRIEFS

>News Room: 7.45-3122

>E-mail: NEWs@xavier.xu.edu

Ed·ucation ·sessions
'On Monday, Oct. 26at7 p.m., Xavier is hosting an information
session for its·Master of Education and Certification Programs. The
· session will _be held in the Terrace Room of the University Center.
·Refreshments will be served. The information session is designed
for individuals who are considering pursuing a Master of Educa~
tion degree or certification; Admission i;equirements and finanCial
aid will be discus~ed. ~or. more information, cal( the Office of
Graduate Services at 745-3360.

PQpe's anniversary
Aparty t~ celebrate J;>ope John Paul's 20thAmiiversary will be
held on Friday, Ost. .16. at" 7:30 p.m. in the chaplain's residence,
room 219 ofBu~nger. Italian and Polish specialties ~ill be served.
Pope John Paul II: Conscience of the World an_d AMan for all Seasons: the Story of St. Thomas Mo~e will be shown. All undergraduate students are invited. For more information, call Mr. Meconi at
745-3505.

Theme· housing
Xavier has nin~ houses availablefor students interested in creat~
ing theme housing; a. living/learning environment. There will be
- information sessions ,on Oct. 20 at9:30 p:m. in the Christian Coinmunity House at 3729 Ledgewood Ave. and Oct. 21 at 9:30 p.rri: in
.the University Center. Applications will be availabl~ at the.meet"
irigs. for. mgre information, call Cindy_ Lowman at745-4998.
,.· ..

Dance lessons
Recreational sports will offer swing dance classes on Nov. 6; 13
and 20 from 5:30-7 p.m. and Nov. 7; 14 and 2'1 from 3:30~5 p;m.
Ballroom darici~g-elasses wHfalso be offered on Nov. 7, 14 and 21 ·
froin 2-3:30.p.rri. The.cost is $25 per St<SSion~ .For more informa. tion or to register call 745-3209.

Flu shots available
Flu shots are !tVailable now till Thanksgiving Break at the Health
' and Counseling Center. · The cost for the shot is $10 and ca~· be
· given Monday th'rough Friday from 1-4:30 p.m. The flu vaccine·
reduces the likelihovd of getting the flu and, if contracted, mirii.rriizes the symptoms~ ·'
.

Costuine sale
On Saturday, Oct. 17 fr~m I. I a;m.-4 p.m., the Xavier Players
will hold a pre~Halloweeri costume sale in ~he Armory.

Polic.e. -Notes

.THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

··Making oVe);' Scltftlidt.
BY AMY ZVWICKI
Cappus l'fews Ed_itor
.
Schmidt Hall has. been vacated
and the constructiOn process is under~ay for the $2.7 million reno-·
vation .project that is slated for
. completion in April 1999.
Once renovation is completed, .
the first floor will be Academic Affairs, th~ second' floor will be ~he . '
President's office and the third floor
'will be home to financial adminis"
·. frators. .The old Learning Lab will
·become the M_ichael J. and Margaret Conaton. Board Room.
·
· ·• Frank Messer & . Sons are the
contractors for. the project, 'and
Houston Brothers· have been· hired
for all exte~ior work. Funding for
• the. ptoject has been provided
through the Century Campaign: .·
One of the highlights of the_
renovation will involve an addition ..
being put on· the· part of Schmidt.
· that faces University Drive. The
addition will. hous.e the new. eleva-.
tor and stairs.
"One of our prim!lry objectives ·
·.· .
.' .. · •
'.
:· NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY CHAD ENCiELLAND
.
.
· for the renovation was to make the
building handicap accessible," said ·Schmidt renovations,si::hedt.iled for compi~tion early next spring,
Jirri Landers, director of Physical. , will be similar fo last year's Hinkle Hall ren_ovations. ·

Plant.. "The building right now is
handicap accessible, but is very
challenging. to get around in for
anyone in wheel _chair;"
According'to Landers, Hinkle is
serving as a inodel for the construeti on.
. . . .
"We .want to create the same
openness that Hinkle· has, wher~ ..
· yoii·can see the differdnt floors. W~
are trying to replicate th~ sarne 'de-,
tails and quality."
.
.·. .
·Landers went on to say that they
are. getting.a slow.start but still anticipate finishing on· schedule. ·
.·
·,;This move is allpartdfthecainpus master plan, me~ning ~.he renovation of the west row,'' said John

a

.
..
.
Kucia,. admlnisttativ~ vice p~esi-_ . that will provide us. with _rriore ·
dent. _"Schmidt is one of the older room."
btiildiitgs on 'campus and has a rich
· OriginJJly built in I925 ·as the
h.istory filled with Xavier spidt and· library, Schmidt has been the home.
tradition. What was Lodge origi- to a immber of university offic.es ·
nally .wasthe uniyersity library and throu~h the years. Most recently it
is perhaps the most architecturally contained Purchasing, Accounts
striking rooin on campus:. Now. it. Payable, the Complroller;s Office, ·
can be. sh_ar~d ~ith others for spe~ Information Systems and Services
Cial occasions like' Board of Trust-. a~d the Lodge Learning Lab ....
~es meeti~gs and ~any other spe"This really fs an exciting
Cial occasiOns on campus.''
. project;'' said Landers. "It will re".
''It really. is a smart idea to put ally be something to look l!t .and I
the administrative offices together,''. have no doubt it will be orie of the
said Dr. James Bundschuh, vice . prettiest; if not the most beautiful,
president for academic affairs: _"We · buildings on _campus."
·
will have
more
functional
quarters
.
' .
.
. .
'

Midnight mariia FtiClay·
BY KELLY HIXSON MATTINGLY
News Writer

The basketball season kicks off
this Eriday with the annual Midnight Madness celebration at the
Fieldhouse.
"We are starting earl~er, at 11

......................'.\>.

Aft U ~~ •K. i£· 1' E :~ R S
..c-.........,,.,.;,,;._ _"__...........,.........~. ·
.

·. ·. ,.. ., , .

p~m., so students are not sitting. ~ary rotind on Wednesday flight for · ceive a ticket for floor seats to Fri~
around waiting for midnight," said the slam~dunk, coo test,' 3 Point day night
Greg Amodio, assistant athletic di- Shootout and Free Throw contest.
The women's game· versus
· Sunday, Oct. 4, 3:25 a.m.
rector.
for
riiarketing.
.
.
.
Activities
begin
at.
7
p.m;.
in
t,he
..
UMass
begins at 8 p.m. at Corcoran'.
A student .on the fifth floor of Kuhl ma~ reported snmeone en"It's
a
time
fo'r
the
fans
to
see
.
Schmidt
fieldhouse.:.
Field..
.
.. . .
tered his room and poured an unknown substance on his computer .
the new team and what we have to
Sign ups begin at 6:45 p.m.
. "Any time an.event like this oc. keyboard causing damage.
·
offer," said senior bask!?tballplayet · Wednesday night. Firia!S will be · cu'rs that brings a large. number of
·
Gary
Lumpkin.
·
held.Friday night ~uringMidnight . sttide~ts together [it] brings about'
.
.
Monday;·Oct: 5, 6:10:p;~. .
th'e
main
event,
QI02'
Madness
activities. . . .
. . schpol spirit arid energizes the unj·
Prior
to
The rear come~ panc!I.ofa student's car was struc~ anct' damaged
will
·be
airtng'
live.
from
the
Minut.~s
before
midnight
the · versity,''saidC:arolBoschertofStu"
while par,ked fo the North Lotcausing hundreds. of.dollars In dam-·
fieldhouse
giving'
away
CDs
and
.
cheerleaders
and,
dance
team
will
dentServiees.
';.
·age., .The_suspecttled,the scene.
'
.
.
other prizes alorig with rriany ccm, perform. ·
. ,;Students imticipate'the season
'Ncixt, the highlightvideo'willbe as much as we do,'· said senior bas~
tests.
··,Tuesday, Oct.13, 11:10 a.m.
.
The Coca-Cola FUNatics will be shown to countdown the finalminc ketball player Lenny Brown: "Mid· ·B~tween 2and'10 a.m., a studenfs I8-speed, 20-foch, blue-green
. distributing T~shlrts and hosting .. utes~before mi~night
. night Madness. gives !is a feel for
·. Ross mountain bike was stolen .from a bike rack in the Village ga- •
other contests forstudents~ .
· At the stroke of midnight, the the students' excitement by the
· · .· zebo. The suspect left the front wheel wi,th-thefock stiff attached~.
The Jesse White Tumblers will 'basketball players will emerge and cheers ~nd how loud they are when
: also be.perfo,rining along with the , be.introduced.to the crowd .. Coach we run out onto the floor.''
Frisbee Dogs~ seen.annually at the•. Prosser.will •then spf'.ak arid each
... "It's a chance for the men's and ·
Xavier halftime foen 's basketball team will' engage in a short scrim- women ;s teams to let o~t ~nergy
mage.
' ·
..
·
thathas built up during conditiongames.
.
.
"The women's soccer game on ing','' sa'ici -L1.unpk_in .. 'The 15
· ' Students will have a chance to .
Mo.nd~y~ Oct. 12, 10:30 a.m;
. participate in a few ofthe activities Friday evening will give students a · minute scrimmage is a time to have
A student was cited for manufacturing his own faculty
·•· on the floor; · Recreational Sports· chance to .obtain elite Midnight fun wi'i:Ji'the crowd and theteam.'' .
parking pass. The student will be -brought up on internal
.
.
..
. ' FQr; more iilfortriation;. contact.
has· put together some· contests for ·Madness seats.
charges for manufacturing/fabric.atin$ a university document
745~2856:
.
.
The
.first
100
students
to
enter
.
Shawn
. theevening.. . · .. ·
'
th~
womeri·s~s~ccer
game
will
re~·
,
· Students. i'na.y
attend·( a prelimi~
.
.
. .

..

Police Note of.the Week · ·

at

'

·~·

;·
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speak · Election: Results tainted·

·urge cdlorblindpolicies, not affirmative action.

Continued from page 1

··The results

"All of us have been through !iv~
ing hell waiting to see who won. I
don't care if I'm in the top three or
BY KARA BENKEN
me.dia embraced The Shape of the
Nl{mber of votes each ·received
. Managing Editor
not ... Right now I can literally hit
River,· saying, "The effort to dee
a couple [of senators] in the mouth Natosha Cuyler-Sherman ..... 270
Xavier'~ EthiCs/Religion and
fend pn~ferences fo higher educaI am so mad," a candidate told The JulieHammersmith ................ 246
·Society (EiRs) Program is hosting
tion· oriiy diverts attention away
Newswire Oct. 5. She asked that
two potentially· controversial au-·
from the real problem:· the inadMark Mallett ....;......................... 237 .
her name not be used.
thors this Sunday, who will present .
equate.job public schools are do"I
do
appreciate
their
(Senate's)
Dan McCormick ....................... 140
research for their book, America ·
ing in preparing blacks for col.in
trying
to
come
up
with
creativity
lege.;'
in Black and White.
a solution ... but at this point in time
Drs. Abigail and Stephan
. Seen· as an opportunity to dis~
there ne!!dS to be a more immedi- Michelle M~nassah .............. 131
Themstrom will present the lectui:e.
,cuss socially significant issues, the
ate conclusion," said Demonbreun. · Katie Duane ..,..........................-. 124
"Black Progress: Myth or RealTherristrom 's visit will be fol"There's a solution that can hap- .·Daniel Evens* .................. ~........ 117
lowed in February with a lecture
ity?" on Sµnday at 7 :30 p.in. in the ·
pen
sooner, and I want to move on
· University Cen.ter Theatre.
prese~ted by Julia!! Bond; chair-.
·Chris Seelback .;.~.................... 112
with
student government responsi- ·
While noting that black
man of the NAACP. ·
bilities."
·
. Kael LanClry .......................,....... 100
_ "People are divided on this is- ·
progress in the twentieth ·century
Senator
Jason
Thomason
played
has·. been impressive, · the
sue," said Madges. "Some argue
Zeke Kelp-Lenane ............:........ 75
a key role in the debate and sponwe should treat rio one preferen-,
Thernstroms believe serious probAndrew Boehner ....................... 54
sored the motion to over~ride the
lems remain which will not be
tially, whil~ others argue you must
second veto. Thomason sponsored
solved by traditional strategies
first
take race into
account before
...
.
Pliaro
COURTESY
OF
DR.
Mi\DGES
of Senate's proposed solu- >The top four vote getters
both
. such as affirmative action proyou.can get beyond race.
become senators. , ,
tions.
. grams. Therefore, the Themstroins · Ethic~/Religion and Society
"I think Xavier's response, in
"We are accepting an election >Names left off the ballot on
terms of the student body and facurge colorblind public policies.
Program features two
-that was totally corrupt ... ijow are Sept. .JO are in bold.
"Our intent is to bring people potentially controversial
ulty, will be reflective of society's
we gonna look? We don't even· >An asterisk denotes candidate
who hold different points of view authors, ,Ors. Abigail and
response."
have control over our own elec- docked 30 votes for illegal
on justice and race to represent a ·Stephan Thernstrom.
"National. unity and social
. . campaigning.
tions,'' said T_homason.
particular perspective on racialjusprogress require us to look past our
"His imperative we maintain the
. tice;" said Dr. William Madges, di- Bok'~ new book, The Shape-of the race to our common humanity," the
sanctity of this election and the · fore the vote was taken. "I chal. rector· of the E/RS program and River. Published on'Oct. 2, the ar- Theri:Jstroms wrote.
leng.e you to place these valid, bu_t
sanctity of the vote," he said.
· professor of theology.
ticle critiques their explanation of
A discussion will follow the
Senator James Bowling played inconsequential concerns aside ...
"The Thernstroms are critical preferential admissions in· higher· lecture at 8:45 p.m. and a receppivotal role in the voting. His and look at the big picture. This
of affirmative action, saying it is educatiOn;
a
theme ' the .ti on in the Terrace Room will be~
' support during the Oct. 5 meeting · election has to be declared void."
neither fair nor helpful, and· have Thernstroms also visit in their. gin at 9: 15 ·p.m.
enabled the rricition to pass on the . · "Don't look atthis as giving up.
written aq;important book in the book.
On Monday, the Thernstro'ms ·
third try, "We made the right deci- We've done the best we can do ....
Bowen and Bok:· assert that·, ·will engage faculty and students
last year orr this issue," he said.
Let's get this election over with,"
sion
the first time," he said ..
· ''.Ultimately, black social and · .black students do well in college in a discussion of their ideas from
Bowling
did
riot
vote
in
favor
of
said Bowling to his fellow senators.
economi.c progress largely de~ ·Once they are- admitted, citing 75 . 1:30-2:45 p.m. in the multipurpose .
over-riding
the
veto
because
he
had
"I am thoroughly disgusted at
pends on the sense that we are one .. percent graduation rates. .They rbom on the second floor bf
how
this has gone," said senator
of
the
candidates
who
talked
to
two
nation - that we sink or swim to- . also stress that without racial pref- Schott.
did
not
want
to
go
through
ano_ther
Peet
Zeller.
gether," they wrote. .
erences, half the black students in
·Reservations for seating for the
election. ··
·
As a resul.t of the vote,
Their book elaborates on b_lack their'pool (according to degree of discussion are necessary. Contact
"l'd
rather
go
with
these
results
·
Thomason
resigned
from his posi· historical improvements sine~ Re-. selectivity) would have ·been . Darlene Fricknia~ at 745-2009 for
,
I.
. .
than
have
eight-[of
the
eleven]
.
ti_on·
as
Senate
Relations
Commitconstruction, the civil rights move- forced to attend less prestigious reservations or with questions.
people say; 'Screw it, !'in not run- tee Chairman. ID a letter fo fellow
·
·
·
ment 'itself and current public institutions.
ning
again.' You can only put those :senators, .he wrot~, "The. Xavier
policy rec,orumertdations such as
Thernstr:om challenged their·
candidates through so much," he Student Senate has taken a direc- ·
colorblfod employment and edu~ data on percentages adinitted to What: Drs. Abigail and Stephan said. ·
·
tion that has left me, and more imcation policies.
graduate or professional schools, Thernstrom present "Black
1
'Are we going to take the power portantly; the students, dismayed."
Abigail Thern~trom also however, stating that those Progress: Myth or Reality?"·
of choice away from the 500 people
'.Thomason provided the letter to
penned an article in the Wall Stre.et schools, too, have preferential ad- When: Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
w~o voted so we don't incorive-. The Newswire.
'Journal responding to the effects missions. policies. She also chal- Where:· University Center
nience 11 ?" asked Thomason beof William Bowen and Derek lenges the rapidity with which the .Theatre
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Thinking About
Law School?

- If It's Greek·
To You,
Have The
. Book To Translate It! :·

We

··1-....J

IMS FOREIGN ~ANGUAGE BOOKSIOR
r--.;;.;

Spanish,· French, :Gen:iian; It81ian
and over 100 other Languages.
-~·

AIMSFOREIGNLANGUAGE BOOKSTORE
·7709 Hamilton Avenue
·
(513)521•5590
(800)733-2067 . .
N
Fax: (513)521-5592
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If you or someone you know is considering a law school
education now or a few.years from now, then plan to
attend the Cine;innati Metropolitan Law School Fair~ . ·
Forty-five law schools from across the coun!ry along
with LSAT test preparation representatives will be··
.··
available to answer your questions. You will also be able
to receive catalogues, applications and financial .-aid·
information. It's one stop shopping! This event is FREE
and open to the public.

Event:.
Date:·

Time:··
Place:

Ii

Visit our Website at www.aimsbooks.com

Phone:
.RSVP:

. Your alarm
. c.:lock is your
worst enemy.

Cincinnati Metro Law School Fair
·Saturday, October 17, 1998
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m~
· Harley Hotelof Cincinnati ·
8020 Montgomery Road
513.793.4300

Not necessary. We'll see you there!
Panel DiscussiOns on:

What'sdifferentthis year?·'

NEW'SW'i'RE
Harder news. More issues. Bett~r than.ever.-

Issues ofImportance to Mino.rity Students : . : ........ noon
The ABC's ofApplying to Law S~hool & theLSAT .. ... 1 pm
Financing a Legal Education ·· ............ : . :..~ .... 2 pm
.ORGANIZED BY THE OHIO LAW SCHOOLS

The Newswire·
.•
· 1s your.
best friend.

.~
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'

..
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. l)Jwestem-Southe~Hfe····

P-TPefsonal. History
Telephone~ Interviewers
·

English-Speaking & Bilingual

The Western and Southern Life Insurance
Company, ah1ghly rated Cincinnati-based'
insurer founded in 1888, is seeking several
Part-Time Personal History Telephone
Interviewers to. work in our headquarters ..
W..e will be hir.ing for English~speaking and
English/Spanish bilingual positions.
·
. Work hours are Monday through Thursday,
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
We offer excellent compensation and
. the opportunity to work in a challenging,
growth-oriented Enterpr!~e .•
/fyou want to contribute to a dynamic
organization, please forward your resume' .
with salary hJstory to: · ·
· Human Resources
400 Broadway • Cincinnati, OH 45202
·Fax: (513) 629-1212 .
E-mail: Mia.Budai@WesternSouthernLife.com
www;WesternSouthern.com
An Equal Opportlihity Employer .

''·.·

Now· HIRING

.

'

·

OCTOBER 30, 1998

Apply in the Registrar's Office
· (129Alter Hall)

OuR. :GUARANTEE:
.. You won't ~ee graphi~ descriptions
of illidt acts in The Xavier Newswire.

. NEW'SW'fRE.···
·A Ulelcome bt.JSiion 'of4e~ency arif/d the_salilcious Arrzericari pr~ss·
: .··.

.. :

.:. ' .

' '. .' ".' '<· :-: . .. :_: . ·'. . . . ~· : : :

. .' -

You'.11. find competitive sal"aries··with an incentive
prog:r;am· and an . excellent . benefits ·.package. . If you
· have a proven track r~cord'·of at'.:!.teast 3 years ·:reta.il ·management. e:XPerierice, .we l'lciii:ld like to· hear .
from you •
•

SALES ASSOCIATE POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE
...._

~'

•

•

,

•••

•

•

4

~e offer unlimited opport~~ities to learn~ promo.;.

tions based on ta.lent and ability, and great .per-!
sonal satisfaction •. •
NOW.HIRING FOR OUR NEW WATERSTONE CENTER LOCAT:CON
:Cf interested, pleased apply in person at:·
.
WATERSTONE CENTER
· · 9883 Waterstone Blvd •.. (behind st~re)
.· .:cnterviews will be. conducted Mon. thru Fri.,
10 a.m.-7·p.m., Oct. 12th thru Oct. 23rd.
**Management candidates please code resumes with
#NEW-OTH: and fax to 1·~888-804-8020. ** ·

[

- - - - . -.
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Preparing for the CPA exam?
Need to meet the increased
educationaI··requirements?

DECEMBER GRADUATION
. · IS RIGHT
AROUND THE CORNER!

.. APPLY· FOR DECEMBER
.GRADUA.TION .
BY FRIDAY.'·
..
. ..
'

;',,

Old, Navy offers . y~u t.he remarkable opportunity
..
to be pa,rt of our e;x:ci-til).g. growth in the '.family.
.. value.;.priced, ·clothing ~rket •. '.we ·seek people with ·
dem~nstrated ability m~naging"a business, sales.
·· .gener~tion experience, and-experience in staff ·
. ·training and dev~loping,visuai· meJ:"Chandising, ex. pense control and loss prevention . for:
. .
~AGEMENT.POS:t~l:ONS

ATTENTION
.GRADUATING.·
·STUDENTS.

... START.YOUR CAREER
·' OFF RiGHT ...

...:,·

Investigate the

and
·Eve did.
Now you
can ' too~ ·
Find Xavier's
forbidden
·knowledge
revealed·
·every
· Wednesday .·.
·in The·
.

.

Newswire ..
·, ..

: MASTER
.
OF.ACCOUNTANCY
·Northern Kentucky
_... ·. University ·
• 30 s~mesterhourprogram.
·• D~gree completion in one year
• Full-time _or part-titne ·
.···Graduate assistant"Ships
For more information,
please contact the · ··
.
. Department ofAccountancy at
' (606) 572-6526 ur

.

· www.nku'.edu/:accountancy

;.NORTI,I~RN .

.·KENTUCKY
....
-~UNIVERSITY.. SM
.

.'
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······€1~tm:~\lll&~~~ntiJ>n······.·o(ficer··leaves
.:<L9RAINE CROU.CH

'

. ..

. ..

.·

, . '· ' , " .

..

.

.

.·

..

'.He usecho be inthefr shoes and understan:cls 'the way students think.

·• 'News Feature.Editor :;

Afig~·fouGe*~~

~~~i~;-~6~.-:

. he could really relate to some of the

cruiser." . .

:~~~:;~:: ~0~~1,:~:i~~~~~Jrt~:i~~ • .polfc~~;;::r~~: e~;~t~:~s~~~~h:

Da,R~b~if~~i:l i~lsa~;;;~~s°f~1~i;' '

•'ismtsaidcarripusp,o,lic~ch,ief,M,ike·
0

· ; 'Couch/ '. Danny'.is die type

"I grew up in a police department,": he said. "Ever since I was

M~:!:: i~:::::i~~n:~~~~:~na~ . ~l~;~~~Ji~~o :~~:~~ t~: ~:n~~;,~

as.·it
'.
,
'· lice offic:~r; c:lime pre'{eritionofficer
. . •; •

XU

I<.iamo. ·
·
is also a certified police instructor.
Junior Colieen Gallagher · He has taught in police academies

of p~r~i·

•·:~;i7~~~i~i•:f~ath~~¢~d~,#~IP'..~~d·.·•.·

.

-~fm~~h~·~~~d~a~.::::;;sl~~i~! ~~~·~=sc~~:;.~!~1:~~ei~r~~~:;~·

Aultmani wlio strutec(at'Xavier
.·very in touch with the students' re- Kentucky and lectured at area col.· in 1994 as part~tiniedffic~r, istak~ '·
ality at Xavier."
. leges. ·
In addition to his understanding. · While his overall experience
ing ajobin theMadeJrnPolice De-.
partm~nt. Iii~ ia_stshift,etjdstoday, .·
·of student life, Aultman is known ... with students has been positive,
for being friendly and approach- Aultman admits relations between
but his. offici~I last d~y i~. Friday,
Oct. 16. ·'
able, according to his .coworkers students and campus police are
.'o~igi~aii}r attrnctedtoXavieriri.
. and those he serves;':.
sometimes strained over security
the pur~tiit
his' iriastel"""s deg~~
"llike interacting with people, and alcohol issues;
· having that contact," Aultman said.
"It's hard because students want
in crimin~ljustiC~, Aul~an says he·.
"w.andered''.into a part~t.im~.posi7 ·
He wenton to explain thatafter his · · usto provide a sense of security in
·· tionill CJllllpti~:poiice. · . .
,
. participation in Manresa, many . their neighborhoods; butthey don't
.·:.He w.Q~ked his';ay ,up afull~
freshmen began calling him "Of- want us around when they are havbeb~e the crfme
fleer Dan."
irig parties," he said.
. time Position
pr~ventic>11· o,fficer. aboU:tnine .:
"I don't know where they got
Aultman believes. collaborative
that;" he said, '.'but itstuck."
-··.efforts must be.made on the part of
months ago:· ·•· ·•·.
It was !in.
position that
Even though he goes by Danny, the university, students, local police .
Ault~an w~ able to ~fa~nize pro· he is gfad that students are comfort- - . departments and neighborhood orgraws .. on, things Ii~~-· personal.
··able enough to call him by name. ganizations to ensure a safe area.
He insists on the need for students
Despite any . frustrations,
safety, alcohol and ~ohypnol, the
"date rape'' drug. . . . . . . ·. ·.· .
·. ·to feel comfortable with their po- Aultman has enjoyed making a
.His favorite .part of his job here · Crirrie p~evention offiter. Danny Aultman is taking ajobwith the
lice officers.
contribution to the Xavier commuat . ~avier .has.bee~ me~ting .stu~ Madeira .Police Department. ·
,,,
.. · In.addition to wanting to .work· · nity and will be missed.
with people,Aultnian saidlaw en- . . "He has a very welcoming presdents. "!'like the.pro'gi:ai}lit}iµg and
wor~ing .with the students," .1989; .has a. unique understanding when you are looking for someone forcement is like a family tradition.· . ence; Students don't feel· intimiAultffian sajd. "There's never a dull of college life that helps him relate to relate to students."
His dad is the former police chief .dated by him," said Dr. Luther
moment.,~round her~." . ;. :
well to students>
His presentations on safety dur- of Xenia, Ohio; and his uncle was ...•Smith, executive director of Student
·. ·. ·According to both colle~gues .· .• "He livec,l'in a residential setting ing-the' Manresa program this year a police officer and his grandfather. Services . "I think he will be really
. and students, Auitman, who gradu- '. at Miami,~': said Couch,. "and that .. made students realize sm11ething .· · was a judge.. Aultman said his ca- missed." .
ated from Miami Ulliversity·i~ ·_ experien 9e:js •really invahi;able about the mari behind the badg~: : r~r path was inevitable.
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, You~Me:Jfsuit pre,pareS for }li-iesthood
BY KELLY CICHY

born in Paw Paw, Mich., where his
Feature writer
family owned a winery. "I grew up ..
Once part of the fast-paced · among the grapes,'' Meconi said.
world of the Chicago stock ex-.
. On Nov. 30,1990, on theFeast
change; Mr.:DavidMeconi, s,J:,. - of St. Andrew'du~ing daily Mass", ·
traded in his numbers for a collar he discovered that he wanted to be~
and the classroom. f •
come aJesuit. Prior to that moment,
Now in his thirci'arid ·final year "I was .looking for God's address,''
at Xavier· University, armed. with said Meco~L
.
. two master's degrees in philosophy
Tlie reading that evening was
aTld theology, Mr. Meconi can be from John I; and spoke of Christ
, . found sharing his Imowledge with where you live; and urged you· to
·
come and see. . .· .·• · . •. ·. · .·
••.•
students. ·.
~'My re~J)ove is t.he Classics'.""7"
He felt as ifthe words were di~
.. Greek arid Latin" Meconi said. · rected at him and he w~s compelled
·. As for philGsophy he said, .·. to.begin a newlife. This moment
"One 'of the "
·
·
began his deai..... greatest•]oys.is.·
''B.· • ·
· ·
cation to the Jee
: wherithey see
• .·
<suit community; ,

ezngyounger
·.
. _: _e rn.-.··.·..a
.... k.·.·.e.·., '
. · . When fol~
this stuff as . h.·.e/f>_. s. ···.·.m
true." ·
'.r
· ·
lowing the. path
. ~~tton{~ ' lt."·. ..· .of the .Jesuits, .a
Through his .Fq~n
..i.t:xpedences
man is'given a
here at Xavier, Wasr/t t,harfo'fgago
taste of: the dif~
• •
·· : ·h·
ferent realms' in
. ••~Meconi has /
·· .·. . le~rned a great
was :sitting tn t ose which 'a J esi.iir

desks.,"·· '", , .

.

can ch.oose to
· . itiany lessons ..
·
workafterordi~·
· ·"Llcfarned how
· ·
·
'. . toteach better,''
'
~David Mecollif_S;J; · nation.
"·· 'he said: Teach~ ·
.. ., . . ... ·. , . .
_.·. He ) spends
·y- :ing :has : also
.
the fit st two·
.him the opportunity to.'.~g~t ,... y~ilrsin. t~e l"fovitiate as A riov.ice,;
kid&..fo·see leamin'g as· good in ii~ ' ciuring whjch time.
makes the

•· •' · . 'givell

he

'~piritual ,e~erdses.c)f'St.hgnatius'.·
· · •· Jiefirmly believes in the inipor~ Thi~·focludes"30 days of six to efght · tance'·of a>classfoal ~dticatfon, hollrs of silent daify prayer. .
/"Colleg~ is notjii~t a,tilDe,t()Iearn '.· _ . f'.'T.his is the time ,a man really f~ ·
.···a ski.li;';'saidMecoiiL \: ,'.: •·2 "' ;,; // ":':)¢~~~(pn) what Oba Wants,'' <ex-

·.. •: •sei('>

. .·

1

•.

.

:·..

,

•

<

• B~si.~es his thr~ years spent at · _ plained)\1econL· ,.. ·. · · >
Xavier; Meconi has experienced ·
In the third year, Meconi worked
life in avariety of settings. He was in. Detroitas a hospital orde~Iy<

:,

;·~:· ;(·:,,,''· 1'.•';·.···

.~;;,.

:.~"'r;',, )~.'.·'.'

.>:· .,.....

·

>•':::·

Later, he found himself in Cincinnati at the Problem Pregnancy Ceo~
ter counseling mothers .. This
agency's purpose is to help the
mothers do whatever they need to
do to bring their baby to fuil term.
He also worked for Covenant
House in New York City \Vb.ere he
rode in a van counseling prostitutes;
"I tried to get ihem to change their
ways,'' he saicl.'
, · . .
As part of the Jesuit preparation.,
he also spenttimein Peru where he
lived with the poor, arid saw what ,,
it was Hke to be.a Jesuit in a third
world country.
.
At the end of this preparation,
men take the vows ofchastity,pov~
erty and obedience ancfbecome a
mernber ofthe ord~r.
.
.
After taking vows~ Jesuits .must
study philosoghy fo~. three_ years, ·~Teaching Xavier is. on'~ o't m~hy steps on Jesuit David Meconi'_s
teachforthreeyearsan,dstudythe:. pathtobecomingapriest.
.ology for three years, prior to be- coming ardained, . . .·. .
residential mall .. He values his .·.·"My challenge is keeping up with
. Meconi is in the teaching stage .place
campus."
.
all. the demands on my time," he
of his preparation for ordjriation, . "I wouldn't want tb'live any- 'said. ·
andhisseventhyeai;asa!esuit.
whereelse,''saidMeconi. "Itisnice
In addition to teaching, he di"I have not regretted one day,'' .to ~abl~ t~· s~ students 24 hours vi.des his time between writing and
Meconi said. "This is the happiest a day:·~ he said, . •. . ·.··
.
scholastic research. He also devotes
I have ever been."
·· ·
· · · · Iitaddition to living near stu- himselfto an hour and ·a half of
.He finds·· the students here at · cferit8; Meconi credits 'much of his · daily reflection.
Xavier willing; to listen and -.yiHing ·ability to rel~te t? stud~nts to his_
Altho~gh he will only be at
toleani. inadditio~,theJe8uitcom~ · youth.
.
Xavier for. the remainder of the
munity has contributed to _the joy
"Being younger helps me make year, Meconi wants to offer students
he has found.
.
conite<:tions. It wasn't that long ago his philosophy on what college is
"They are go_od exampl~s.
I .was sitting in those desks,"· . ·;.11 about.
are very patient as well helpful,'' Meco11i sru~. .
.
.•. . •
"To read the greatest books, talk
said Meconi.
Still, despite the blessings he has with the greatest people, both livMeconi lives in the Jesuit Resi- received,' his greatest obstacle is orie ing and dead, and to think noble
dence located near the end of the to which his students can .relate, thoughts,'' he said.
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PopeJohn Pa'ul'Il. - · ' daug__hter_ of'the_-.- chur_ch,!' while. ·
greSSio11allead~rsjoinCdthedaily . -. - -_- -_ - .: " '_, - .--·_ ' - . s~~sing;shedi&ibecauseshe\\'a~. ·.
offensivewithapressconference .relllembers·HoloeaU.st Jewish:·-·-·--·_.,·····-·-'-·· · - -.

••·

Within hours; Democratic con-

>Source: College Press Wire_-• _featuring'pl~fromschoolteach- - • VATICAN CITY (A~P) ·_~ - Stein,bomi~l89l•at:Wroclaw

>Compiled by: SaraliKelley

$l:r

Through experiments with rats, •ers for~
bi_Hio11 White Hoiise Pope JohnPauiIJ:apnou,ncc:cl ~11n- (then Breslau),• Poland; converted·• ':
Ignarro has shown that nitric acid · :initiative to reduce elementary day that the\Catholic Church from Judaism to Roman Catholi..-- ·.
receiveS Nobel Prlze
is important in stimulating blood dass sizeS bfproviding 100;000 would corrirriemol'ate 'the Holo~ ' cism after stlJdyirtg philo~ophy.in• caustori AIJg;·; ~ ~~~ry year/i.1 Genilany, a pupil-of the -p~iloso~
.HOUSTON (AFP)- For more . flow. through blood vessels. new teadiers~ . -_
than two decades, Ferid Murad Furchgott, native of Charleston,·
· ·R~p1Jblican leaders disfuissed . n:iemory .:. of'.'°: a;,Jewish"bq:rn pJlerc Edmund HusserL As a .·knew his research of the body's S.C.,beganresearchonbloodves- _.the deniaitds·as pre~electioripos- .-. Carmelite'·nQll-j\ihodiedJn-the .. Caririelit6 rtl11fshe assumed th~'· . -·
use of nitric oxide to regulate . sels during World War II in New· turlngandpfaimedforbl1dgettalks - Auschwitz d~tlt·campJind:who - name: Teresa:Benedict'-ofthe
bloodvesselswouldleadtosome- York. By the late 1970s, he was extending.through thew~kend, wasmade/sl!i~tonSunday>>: Cross .. · -.· . ,"
thing big.
stimulating the blood vessels of '-_notifying members of Congress - Spealdng'CtW;ng the cartoniza~ - Dramatic_ decline
He found out just how big in a rabbits with acetylcholine, a pro- Saturday afternoon that they, w~re' tion ceremony d~~lar.ing Edith in· AIDS '.fatallti~s '
4 a.m. telephone call on Monday cess ·that released a mysterious free to leavetown until :M,onday Stein a saint, the p0ntiff stressed
to his Houston home, with news .substance that dilated the vessels. evening.
to. the crowd in Sai~f Peter~s
WASHINGTON __:__; In a draBeeause the White House and · Square that the riunwas kill¢ l>e- matic sign that AIDS is no longer.
that he and two other Americans It took years. until 1986, to idenwere recipients of the Nobel Prize tify that substance as nitric oxide. ··Congresi> failed to ag..ee on spend- cause ~he Nazis coilsidered .h~r a the quick and efficient killer it ·
The work of these men has ·- ing plans by'theOct. 1 Start·Ofthe •Jew.
once'. was; the government ari-'
inphysiologyormedicinefortheir
pioneering research;
cleared the way for many medica:I fisca:I year, the government has
Among thol!e attending were nouriced that AIDS death rates
The other recipients are Rob- breakthroughs. The trio's work is . .· .been running on temporary autho- Stein's family, oiitgoing German .- have 'dropp-ed to their lowest lev- _
ert Furchgott, 82, a pharmacolo- .· seen as particularly important in . rizatim:is; The second of those Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Poi- - els fo',more than a decade. ·· .. · .
gist at the State University of New treating heart problems, victims of measures expired Monday at mid- -. ish PrimeMini'sterJerzy Buzek.··
. -The deadly disease of the· imYork in Brooklyn and Louis shock, Jung damage and cancer, night. ·
.- - ,
Also present at the ceremorty mune system went from being the
Ignarro, 57, of the. University of and in. the development of new
, Senate Majority LeaderTrent .,was_ .a _14-y~ar-~l~ · Alne~ican, eighth most frequent killer iri this
said . -country iri 1996 ..to the I.4th lead~
Ca:lifomia at Los Angeles.
drugs against impotence such as· u>,tt,R-¥1ss, said Congress "'very - . Benedict McCarthy, who
''After the telephone call, l im- Viagra.
.well, may" .have to pass another ·,· fo ha~e b~n Cllr~ bf ~ifacle irig'cause of .death last year.
.
mediately put on my coat and tie,''
temporary measure if no decision .·attributed to the new saint. ' -''
The drop WaS attributed to the '
said Murad, chairman:ofthe De- Clinton ·asks Congress - ·is lnade. - ' / · . - _
Her.father,. a'Greek~C~th.olic success of new drugs, and the·
. ' ' Tlte prolcmgc;dbJdget talks are MelChite pri~S! ~~hiph aiJ~\\'S, its same statistics showed that the in~ '
partrrient oflntegrative Biology at ' to sup·po·.rt education
University of Texas at Houston's
·
· ·. uncorrif~rtable
congressfonal clergy to niarr)r), :telebrated the cidence of new cases of Ali>s re~
Medical School.
WASIIlNGTON - President incumbelitS, who are eag~rto rush Mass with the'J)ope and 20 cardi- . mainCd-steady. The figures show.
"I knew .it was going to be a. Clinton continued-to challenge .home to·campaign'for tlte"Nov.3· .. ··nal~;·bishops'aridreligio~s-1ead~ that· more work niustbe·done on long day. This is incredibly excit.., Congress on education and other elections.
·
ers.
prevention and on making- the
· The pope said~· "In celebrating drugs available; - · ·
ing."
Democratic campaign themes. Sat- · ·· «'Progress· is being made .~
Murad, 62,. began his research urday as_. budget negotiators· rec- slow progress," Lott said.
the memory of the new saint in the
· ''These figures mean that new'
in the mid-1970s atthe University onciled themselves to talks that
.He suggested that after the future, we can~ot but remember, . treatments have been very effec~ ·
of Virginia Scho~I of Medicine. probably willlast into next week. - Democrats~ political embarrass- year by year, the. Holocaust, the tive in extending the lives 'of
There, he discovered new properIn -his weekly radio address, ment of the House vote Thursday atrociousplimto wipe out a people people who afready have HIV inties ofnitric oxide gas that acts as Clinton demanded that Congress to open an impeachment inquiry which killed millions of Jewish fection, but they do not mean that
a messenger to tell blood vessels approve funcling for his education . against the president,"They'd like , brothers and sisters'.".--,
we have significantly reduced HIV
to relax and widen, effectively programs and not ••walk away ·to have time'to change the subject:
He called Stein,· an. ''eminent· transmission:• said HHS Seeretary ·
lowering blood pressure.
from America's schoolchildren." · an issue a day."
daughterof Is~ael ·ancLa faithful Donna Shalala.
·-

Viagra researcher '
-

·

was

a
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BACCHUS Presents:

Free pregnanc1 tests • 24 hour helllline

. 321-3100 . '...

Pregnancy Proble-m.Center, East,Inc.

~

October 19-23
Activities include: .
'

Monday: Mock DUI at the Be118nnine Circle 12:30 P.M. .
.·

'

,,

'··..

.

. Tuesday: Public'lntoxication ,; Kelley Auditoritun 9:00 P,M.

Now Rentins·
Hollses .for the.

Wednesday: Speaker Soott Cyran, Residentia:I Mall 1:30 P.M.

Thursday: Faces ofDeath·

1999-2000 1
.·-·School'Year

Friday: Nora Banks from MAO:Q, Residentia:I Ma:ll 12:30 P.M.
Hayride and Bonfire 7:00 P.M.
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·Arena Game: s·tore

II .

••
•••
a
7000 Vine St.
••
. .
Carthag~
.
• ··
•
•
(just south.of Paddock & Vine)
•
•
82.1-8360
••
••
•••
We carry:
••
•
Majic .the Gathering~
••
- Ur~as S~ga,
••
••
New Warhar:nm. er 40K,
•
.·Games .Workshop,
.· •
·TSR
•••
'
•
White Wolf,'
••
Babylon 5,
••
••
Wizards of the Coast,
.
•.
Live Action· Vampire,
••
Selection of Mi.natures,
•ii
RP Gs,
•••
••
·.Boardgames
•.
& Cards
•••
•
••
•••
Bring Ad in for 10o/~ off!·
••
•••
•
••.••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••m~•••••
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~efter.

For

or worse •••
·or else.

•

.

.
By Henrik Ibsei;t
··October 20 - November 20

H~nrik lb~en;s controversial, ti~el~ss classic of inarital deceit
• ar,id discovery. Th~ explosive questions raised by Ibsen ii1
. 1879 still have. the power to enthrall, engage ari.d excite.
. Sp~nsored by Hezfiii Associates &

.

Great~r ,Cincihnaii Volvo Dealers

Wild.

.Go

www.crncyplay.com
.

MMMi+M+MM.MMM

WMllMWM.M·IM

.

\

.

..

·421-3888
..

II

_

.......

_

~.~

Great Theatre. in a Great Theater.
•Season Presented by Heidelberg Distributing Co; and T~e Otio M. Bitdig_Family Foundation
'No performance October 26. Limit two tickets per person. Not valid for ASection seating or with any other discounts.
· Subject to availability. Studeni rush tickets available for all performances 15 minutes prior to showtiine for just 512.
Offer valid for ADoll's House perfomiances only. Musi present valid college identification for discount.

.· fl7 fl.1'.t~I~!!~.~.~-'!~
Have· you•··

...._· t_

hough_t ••.

·CA·REER··. ··
·. . ye. t ?. · 8 Ses5ion
Intel-view
·
·•

liftli lhird has.In fact, we

Meet with our recruiters
arid find out more about
these challenging and
rewarding opportunities:

··
·
·M on.,
· ·o·c t . 19th·
. .
at Career
·SerVices for:
• Retail ·

have a wide range of
'
Management Development
ProQrams designed to help you
. buifd a rewarding, · •
. long-laSting career with the ·
nation's leadina financial· . .
Ass • ·
institution;
_ oc1ate~
·Why shoUld you choose Fifth Call 745"3141 for
Thiid Baril< for your career?
information!
Here are a few of the many
Fittll nurd ucin1c,
rea5ons: · ·
. . '. .
..
Human ResoW:ces Dept.,
· • Unlimited growth potential
38 Fountain _Square
..
~ Aggressive Profit Sharing ·
·Plam; Cincinnati, · ·
:.•Health; Dental, Vision and.
0045263,
·Life Insurance• Stock
.Fax (513) 7448621:
· Purchase Plan ii 401(1<) savings We are an equal opportunity
.:plan • Paid holidays and
'einployec· ·
· · · ·
y~cations • Educationql ..
Visit
our
web
site at ·
aSfilSl:ance plan
www.5.3.cc-.m.
··
'

CASH. IN
ON
GOOD
GRADIS.
.
If you're a f:r;eshman. or

tuition, most books and
fees,plus$150perschoof
grades, apply now for a
month. They also pay off ·
three:-year or two-year
_with leagership experischolarship from Army
ence andofficercredenROTC. ArmyROTC
--~!!!!!·-.. tials. impressive to
scholarships pay
fUtui"e employers .
sopho~ore with gooci

ARMY ROTC

TBE SMARTEST OOWGE. COURSE YOU tu TAKE
. For. details,. Visit St.' Barbara H~ .or

74S:l062

Call

!
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SGA endorses ·slop~
CHEERS
>-Student Senate, for trying
· to make the freshman
elections right and fair by
holding an entirely new
election rather than relying
on tainted results

·JEERS·
>-The Executive Branch, for
continually vetoing the
Senate's sound proposals
>Student Senate, for letting
the president make the final
decision

S

tudent government made a
What can you do with
mockery of itself and the
adulterated results from a
bungled and corropt election? student body by endorsing
election results corrupted by
Don't put an institutional stamp
inaccuracy and incompetence. ;.
of approval on them, that's for
sure. Yet, that's exactly what
Of the 510 people who·cast
SGA did. The only legitimate,
their vote, 135 made their
decision using a
- - - - - - - - - . fair and reasonable
ballot that did not
By refusing to solution would be to
void the tainted ·
include two of the
11 candidates'
_·grant students
results and hold a.
new election.
- names. One of the
what the11
Logistical
students left offthe
/
deserve; student concerns are moot.
ballot missed a
. Senate seat by only
Senate's second
government has The
proposal left plenty
nine votes. If her
of time for the
·
name had been on . 'fail~d the
the ballot the first
Board to get its act
together.
• day, would she have student body.
· Sure the candibeen elected?
dates woul~ have to put forth
Probably.
extra effort; they are vying, after .
Coupled with this logistical
snafu were many other errors. ·
all, for positions as p'i.1blic .
As it turns out, large sections of
servants. It entails lots of work.
Xavier students deserve
the Election Code .were ignored.
better.- they deserve a n~w
Candidates hadn't verified their
election;
·
eligibility, no candidate lists had
been distributed and people not·
Byrefusing to grant students
what they deserve, student
on the Board of Elei::tioils
government has failed the .
allegedly h~lped count votes.
The point of this litany is. that student body and set an ugly
· the freshman Senate election
precedent. Students, don't let .
was fundamentally flawed. The
them get away with it
election results are undermined
-C.A.E.·
by flagrant violation of election
codes and obvious errors.
. for The Newswire staff

>-Opinions Desk: 745-3122. >-E-mail: OPINIONs@xavier.xu.edu
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher CHAD ENGELLAND
·Managing Editor KARA BE~KEN
Business Manager NICOLE BANDO
·Advertising Manager . JAMIE SANDER
. ·Adviser . .MIKE KAISER .
Campus News ·
. AMYZYWICKI·.

News Features ..
.·LORAINE C~OUCH
World News
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Whensilerice is deadly
BY KARL KIMPO

ality as a disease akin. to "klepto- many students are also aware that
mania."
the Xavier bookstore in June of
On Monday at 1:53 a.m., UniWhat amazes me is that even as 1997 was forced io remove a disversity of Wyoming student· Mat- Shep~rd's tragic death gives mo- play recognizing June as Gay Pride
thew Shepard died. Shepard was mentumto the movement to ratify Month? The administration exfounc! tied to a fence 18 hours after the HCPA, far-right groups continue pressed concern that the display .
he had been left there to die. I:Iis . to oppose "special rights" for gays .. celebrated something contrary to
- skull had been crushed with the butt and lesbians. What will it take for the values ofa Jesuit, Catholic uni_ of a .357 magnum handgun, dam- .others to realize that the "special versity. The display also coincided
aging his brainstem and putting him treatment" the gay community is af- with an alumni weekend.
iil a coma. The motorcycli$tS who forded is not only anti-gay hate but
Does the bookstore need apfound Shepard at first mistook him the silence which surrounds it.
proval to display· literature recogfor a scarecrow. It is believed
.As Diane Carman ofthe Denver nizing Black History Month or
Shepard,anopenlygaystudent,\vas. Post said, "The opportunity to he Women's History Month?
tortured and killed for his homo- \~reatened, humiliated and live in
Discrimination like this· occurs
. sexuality.·. .
fear of being 'beaten to death is the . virtually undetected on cam1,mses all··
·, · As the Hate Crimes' Prevention ~ only 'special right' our culture be- · · across the country because of the
Act (HCPA)- a bill that would al- stows on homosexuals." How many sil.ence· surrounding such hate.
low federal prosecution of crimes · more gays and lesbians have to be Looking around at the "under- ·
directed against people based· on tortured and beaten for us to real- ground" gay and ·lesbian student
th~ir sexual orientation - floats in ize this?
population, I sometimes wonder if .
People experience discrimina- my gay friends were more "out" on
limbo; people close to Matthew
Shepard and all across the country tion every day on every level. How7 · . campus, would Xavier.still be silent
try to find sense in a senseless act.
ever, a seemingly impenetrable wall o~ issues pertaining to homophoI am n·ot going to say that· of siience.surroonds anti-gay .dis- bia?. IfXavi~r was more v~sibly·
Matthew's death is a ·wake-up call. cri.mination and hate. This wall supportive of gays arid lesbians,
He is not the first to die of a hate exists in part because of mainstream maybe more of my gay friends
. crime due to his sexual orientation society's attitude toward gays and · would be "out." It's a classic case
and unfortunately he will not .be the ·lesbians and also because many ·of the chicken and. the egg. Until
last. Since '1990, 21 gay men have members of the gay community'fear · tha\ question is figured out, silence
been~urdered in the state of Texas ·. backlash from speaking out.
· will ensue and we will find more
alone.· Also, earlier this year, SenaIt is this wall wherein certain in- . Matthew S hepards ori · the front
tor Trent Lott described homosexu~ justices can go undetected. ·Ifow pages ofournewspapers .
Guest Columnist

.Tact. is for· weenies·

Photograph;y .
· :BILLTERRY

me

Tact is a cultur~I device that al- ing
aside .and s~ying, "Sweet~
'lows people to conceal their true heart, please.change; .Every time I
KATIE CONKEY
· When you're:younger, being tact- . feelings and present a. mask de- look at you I have an uncontrollable..
SARAH KELLEY .•
Online Editor
· . fol should be' an'
feat. . Being a signed to meet sociai standards. . urge to blow c;hunks," ·they said,
Opini~ns and Editorials
BRIAN GERAGHTY
'. To test this theory, I bought a hid· . ''Where i~ the.world did you get that
polite girl basically entaHs. smiling
MARK. McDONALD
Copy Editors
when the conversation shifts to your · em.IS lime green sweater with neon" great· sweater?"
.
.
Sports
FR.~NK CARNICOM
gene~al direction and playing up how pink snowflake design. To the color- . I'm not suggesting the next time
JOSH BRUBAKER
MATT BARBER
cute you are in pigtails.
.
challenged of the world, this may not your friend gets a bad' haircut you
Cartoonist ·
MAITMADGES
However,_ no matter how m~ny sound quite so devastatingly t1gly, but should pull him aside and quietly ac-"
Diversions
RICKY LEWIS
times my parents said; "Don't tell - Tmqu_itecertii.inifthissweatercould cuse him'ofbeing a skinhead. I'rn
LAUREN MosKo
Accounts Receivable
them w~at. you really think,''. my ·took in a mirror, it would self~de- . just saying' some of our long-stand.JoNATHAN MOSKO
SARA BEELER '
social encounters were almost al-· struct i~ titter shame.
ing traditions .need to be re-examDistribution
Contributors
·.so anyway,. in the name of sd- ined. After all, we'reincollege.Jsn't ·.
ways disasters·. An eccentricallyTRENT ENGBERS
BILL HuGm~s
dressed adult figur~ would say, ·"My ence I bought this article. of cloth- . there some unwritten rule thatthis is
STEVE'NOGA.
TODD .PARKHURST
goodness, how you've grown,'' a.nd ing that could make a child cry, and. the· tilne to question ~verything our ·
RICHARD SCHILLING
LYNN SHANAHAN
I 'wouid reply, "Look; daddy, she's I wore it for a whole day to see if forefathers established? · .
.
.
KELLY rviATTINGLy
got a cat on ·her head."
.
anyone would'ieH ~e lllY ou~fit was
Maybe'it wouldn't hurt tci occasion~ ..
· Now that. I'm a tad bit more so wretched i.~ seemed to produce a ally return to the. innocence of child- .
>On the Web: HTTP://www.xu.edu/soa/Newswire/
mature, 'I've come to realize the . hig.h-pitched screamonly dogs can , hood honesty, Maybe you should tell
The Xavier Newswire is published wookly d1rough,
inquiries should ho directed to Nicole Bui1do, Busine>S
importance of tact. i mean, I would .' hear. Oddly enough, I. got more: your roommate the next time she
out the sohool yeor, except during-.vacntion wtd finnl
Mw1oger, 513 745-3130. .
.. · , . .
·
h
·b
Id h
h ·
f.
·
'
·
..
._
·
.
·
·
·
..
.
"
cxwns, by thestudentso(XnvierUniversity,3800Vic·
Advertlsinginquiriesshouhloodircc1edt0Jwnie
ate tci, e ·to. t ~t my C Otee 0
Compliments on this sweater .than that perfume she found On .the side Of.
356
513
745
tory Piirkwny, Cincinnati, OH.452117-~129.
..
Son<ler, Advertising Mwmger,
•
1· ·
head adornme.nt looks as ·though it I've ever go.tten on. o. u. t.fit_s. th.at do.ii 't the road thafyou think it. ma.·.y' have.. ~
Tiw: statements wid oPinions of The Xavier News- ·
Ont copy of 111e Xt1vfer ~ewjwfr£•,.Jistrihu'iCt1 ·On
wire .re DOI necessarily those of the SludcnthiX!y;'fuc· ... c11;1npus, is free per person per week. 'Addhionol copies
needs a.' litter box,. so Fve. learned. invoke tears. Here's niy J::)ypothesis left by a skunk, " .. '' •: . .. . . ... ·... ' '
ulcy or Bdmini~tro.tion of Xavier. The statemenlS wtc.J
ure' 25 cents
·
·
·
· ·
·
- ·
· ·
. to refrain from telling those running
oil this baffling finding: People felt: ... ' ' :As for me, I can't decidC? wh~th,er ~opinionsof o colwnnist do not necessorily reflecl those .
. XnvierU;1ivershy is Wt ..;ndetnicco'1nmui1i1y coniof i.\li!Ors or1genernl suiff; .
.
mined to equnl OP!'Ort.unity for nil pcr~oiis rcg\lf'lless,o(' .
. : from. thefashionpoljce that 'their hat .. s_o ba.d: for me that they .com. P. li.~ . O_·r not. t_o ret~rn tha.'t's. weater. Jt did.. . .
sUbsCriptiOri fzues Ure $30 per ycur or SIS per seuge, sex, rnce, religion, hw1djCDp .or n11tiopuJ origin. · ·
m<s1eiwithintheusAur:.inreprora1ed. subscription
._ ... ~-.! •
• ·. ,··..., · · ·":·: ;." .. 'resertibles:Fluffy, my first kitten.
mented me . Instead of quietly pull- . win me a lot of praise.
DqN RALEIGI:I

Calelzilar. ·
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WHAT's the.first thing you think .of when you hear the word, 'parking'?·

"What ... cats."

"Walking. The ·
more they change
_:_Elizabeth Earl~y · . parking the more ·
Freshman .·we have.to walk."

"Don't let fresh-·
men bring their
cfil-s. Granted,
that's easy for me
to say."
.

-Brian Br9ckman

Senior

"None."
· · -Danielle

"Far walk;'' .
"Clogged· arteries,
that's what lthink
-Dave Leite
·...:.or. Luther Smith .. of."
Senior
Chair, l'arking
-Andy Peters·
Committee
Senior

"Increased!"

"There's nothing
out there.''

vinson
Junior

-Brent Gramme!

Freshman

·'

-Ed Condit

..

Senior.·

-LETTERS

.·

'

TH .E ·. ED IT. 0 R -

TO

'Emergency cOnti-aception''.·draws .tire.
.

·1

.

.

Pro~life position ·misrepresented

n.the Sept. 3~ iss.~e,Lis~ Dris~~ll .wrote·. ··· child;s right to life.isde~ied s_imply due to
·
·
an editorial expressing her opinions !lbout his relative' location.
the newemerge~cy contraceptive pill (ECP).
If then the pro~choice position points to
· Although I share lie~ views abcmt the·need .. the suige of development as an indiCation of·
. for respansible choices before sexual activ~ ·•· theinhumanity of the growing organism (and.
ity, I would)ike to respo~d to a ·c~rio~s point .· .ttfos its proper lack ofrights); we rnight ask '.
she made concerning the opposition of pro~ at w.hat point does the "organism''. achieve·
life groups·to the recently approved drug.,.· "humanity?"
·
·
It is clear that Driscoll, in her frank dis~. .
The only preci'se beginning of human:life .·
missal of the pro~life opposition to the ECP; is .conception; for any other ,attempt to lodoes not understand the real pointofthe pro- ': cate this begirinirig is arbitrary. Only at.conJife: ... movement,
· ·
·
·
·
· ception does a defic
which) hope)o elu·
·
···
nite begimifrig take
cidate here. ..
fbepro~life.·movement pfa~~;·when ,a com~

.

.

.

"

ECP not godsend for sexually active

This letter is in response to: last week's ~i- ting" the article lists as possible side-effects
· toriai by guest columnist Lisa Driscoll re- · of the' ECP.
garding the ~·new" emergency cont~aception
Condoms ca~ break and sponges can slip.
pill and its i;elation. to sexual responsibility. · I deem these events emergencies.
First off, it is far from a "new discovery." . The ECP is not like' taking aspirin; the body
. It has. long been available arid actively used ·. is not excited about huge surges of artificial .
in.Europe and the United States~ The differ~ hormones. I am willing Jo wager no woman
: ence between the two continents is the sexual· ·.. wants .to· go_ through this. miserable experi~
· educatiC>n level.···
. · ence if it can be avoided. ·Likewise, no man
The drugs ai:e simply regular birth con- · in a loving relationship ..wo\llci want to see
trol pills tak~n ·in a different dosa$e; The. his wife or girlfriend in terrible physical dis- "medical breakthrough")s actually the result. tress if he carpake a step to prevent it.
ofa drug company~s decision to package and.
"Safe sex'~ doesn't mean "no sex~" Remarketthepillsasemergeri<;:ycontraception. sponsibie.people can have r~sponsible sex
8
1
· .:

..
sta~!r~~t th~~~~~~:~ · i~ against the int~ntio~al . ~f~.~~ih~~~~fi;;;;~ !!:~s~Te~~r:;!~~~~~:nh:Xe ~~~c~~~~;r~~ =~~fg;n~;::::~;e~~:ri:c~:~~n:a~ ~~i:;
. · opposition to the ECP ·•. de}tr.U. Ct.ion: oifh. ma.:.fl li.fe' suits from fertilizaforming people ofalloptions regarding sex...:.:_ . to become the preferred method of contrais an ignorant confu~
':!
tion.
, but at leastthe. knowledge is ,now available ception for .the sexually active population. It
regardless ofthe methods.. ·, This zygote, a , for"every citizen. · .
: does not .prevent disease, and, unlike
sion of what abortion
is; since the fertilized
·
·
1t1ere singJe~celled
Driscoll terms these drugs "cop"out pills" - condoms, it is not sold over the counter. Look
: egg is kept fromimetrzp/oyed.
-being, contains its· .. anchhe"wonderdrug of the sexually active." at the statistics from Europe to get an accuu.·.·.

r;.

planting in the.uterus · ·
full genetic code that..
in the first place, ·
only it can ever h~ve.
rather than being removed after it has. im~ In a purely materialist perspective, we may
planted,· the ECP is not abortion~ Driscoll call the rest of its life merely the unraveling..
thus assumes that the pro~life movement of these characteristics intrinsic to it.
.
opposes only a ceqain medical procedure,
All it needs is the proper environment in·
· abortion, in and ofitself.
. which to grow. This environment will take
This, how~ver, is not th~ case. The pro- . numerous fo~s. from womb to. nursery to'
· _life movement is against the intention.al de- neighborhood, but the essence of the needs
struction of liuman life,. regardless of the . remains the same.
methods .employed. ; . .
.If one objects to this biological definiFurtherinore, Driscoll calls the ECPjust tion of humanity and then attempts to deanother form of contraception in that it pre~ · fi!le the beginning of human life according
vents pregnancy. Again, she misunderstands· . to sClf-sufficiency or a degree Of awareness,.
the issue. "Contraception" prevents "con..: or some other "qualitative" measure, then
.. ception." s,ince "conception'' occurs when such a judgment must be nothing more than

.. She implies the drugs will result hi the sexu~
ally active population sJmnning pre-sex birthcontrol in favor of the morning_.after pill.
·.While acknowledging the benefits of the ECP
for rape victillls, she follows by blasting any· one else who mightneed to use the drugs as
"simply too lazy to use protection.;' Driscoil
concludes that the morning-after pill will.promote irresponsipility and "it's absolu~ely pathetic."
. .
Ids ludicrous to conclude people will stop
using pre-sex .birth control in favor of the
"nausea, severe abdominal pain, chest pain,
vomiting, intense headaches, blurred vision,
·. leg pain, jaundice; and poss.ible b.lood clot.

rate idea of ~ow many people 11ttempt to use
the ECP as a regular birth control practice·.
Driscoll's degrading,-uncaring, and, most
importantly; uneducated· article exemplifies
the true problem with sex in America: We
don't talk about it.. Iristead, we quickly form
our con~ictioris, close our minds arid damn
everyone with differept opinions straight to
Hell.
. Throughout her article, Dris.coll s~ms to
be looking harder for a fight than.for an answer. Three o'cl~ck in front of Alter. We'll
rumble.

-John Whitaker
:. Junior

.

:··o·. u··. ·.· c·a·D·. ·.·s· t1·-11·· m·.a: e .·a·.· .

......·. .

·.c"e·

. v..
k.
·d·
.. · .1··.r··~.e·:
·.
the eg~ is fertilized.by the sperm, the ECP is ' an e1npty assertion. When in the 9-0urse of
not "contracepticm" because it keeps an .al- . humari life does a person stop "qualitatively"
1 ~
.l ~ ..1; ..e·n···
ready fertilized egg from implanti.ng .itself growing? ·
· ·
···
·
, . h.e past three weeks have been trying times a plus/minus grading system. While this parinto. the uterus.
. If we m:ily. cons.ider those. "complete I.tu-:
.
· · ·. ·
·
·.
· · ·
··
· ··
·
as a Senator. Th~ee times the Student ticu.lar
.. issue m.·ay>not pro.cla.i.m vie.tory, let it.·
Drisco.II ass~IJl.esthe objectionabl.e aspept ma.n. s'; as worthy o.· f the.right to .life, th.en we. · ·
·
··
·
·
·
· · ·
· · ··
·
· ··
Senate. ·voted with a ma. iority· for: a new elec- ...motivate you. Letth. is. bn.tire s.ituatiori motiof abortion.is: the removal. of the fertilized surely de. Iu.de ourselves. in our. courts· an. d . in
~
·
·
· ·
·
· · ·
tion. Twice our Student-Government Assa-·· vate you. ,
. •
.
.
··
·. ·· · · ·
.
·. · ·
· ·
··
··.
·
. · ·· .. ·
egg' from the uterus, not 'what it does fo the our laws. .
··
• .
·.
·
·
ciation President.. v,etoed us,··· and the third .
If you think .th
. ·e current ex. ecutives... did the
fertilized egg. . .
. Any· definition of humanity that robs hu~ .
time, \\'.e fell' one.· vote short of oyertunling wrong thing, run for their offices)n FebruWere.pro-life people only agains't the' act . trian' beings oftheir huinari identity and re·· · .· .·· . ·. : ary. If you w. an.t.· to be. a :s. enat.or and be that
. ·
·
·
·
·
· ··· the President's veto.' . . .
of removing the growing life form fromthe· duces th.. em to namCl.essorn.anic mattero.pens
'
.
. . ..
.
.
'
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
..
I
w.
rite
hot
to
defend
my
positjon;it
rieeds ·· .·.·.o.n. vot.e th. at .d.e.c. ides_ a.. campu.s.-. w,ide issue,
·
uterus. rather than being again.sf its ipten.: up a Pandora's box that allows those in.
· · ..
··
.. ·
. no defending·· . . I write ·.not. to chastise our ruri fo. r Senate in. the sp· ring: If y' ou want to
tional .desti'uctfon, they would carry signs power to: arbitrarily decide who is a. human .
. We sureiy should know after having wit~ . president; she did wliat she felt was right: I change something; stand up and be counted.
. outside of maternity.wards as\well as abor- .
· ··
· · ·
·
·
·
write not to challenge the Senators who
.. Do. not letthe dis2ouraging tiutcome of
tion c..linics... . . ·. .. . .. . ·... · . .
ne~sed the.hellish. his.tory of.. t.he.tY,,e.nti.eth
· .
.
·
·
.
·
,
·
·
- · ·
· ·· ··· ·
.changed their votes; that .choice is theirs. I ~his situation tarnish your min.d~setdur.in. g
The distincti~n D.riscolhrid many oth.ers .· :cen.t.·ury. tha.t suph a de.finitio. n..cann.o.·t be left
.
·
·
· · · · ··
.
·
·
·
·write to offer some-cpnclu. sion.· to the matt.er. ·your Xa.vier. career.. J •·p.ro..inise the s.tudent
make between ttie .unirriplanted and im- . to the wh.ims of soc'iety or its ieaders.
· .. planted fertiHzed egg is just as· irrelevant to .
Conscious, thei'efoie, the wicked con-... · · . It' is myperceptiori the studen.t body could body I .will do everything in riiy power to en· ·
feefverycheatedbecauseoftheseelectforis.- s.tire.th.isdoes.· nothappe· n.-again .. hil.e. th.is
.•·- ·
·
· · · .·. •· ·.·
• the issue at hand as the distinction pro~abor~ . se·q··~(lnces that :res.ult from If groundless.arid
·
. tionists maiee between the growing chiid . irralioriai restricted allotment of' human . .i sincer:ely_hop~ yc>U do not see this as typi~ •. past ele!=tion''w~s not indiCative of a ·true de. with his head still located in the woman's worth, the pro"life movement affirms· th<? · cal behavior ofstudent government. .Senate mocracy, you must remember that in our sys·•
did e~ery· thing in its power to n.ullify th.is elec.
· ·· · his. head
: body .and the· growing child with·
dignity and inherent v_alue of all human life,
· - · tern of. check..s. and.. balances, yo.u hold th.e
··
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
··
·
·
·
ti
on,
but
the
system
of
checks.
and
ha.la.
n.
ces . . in. o.st.. po·
. w.erful c. bee..k o.f. all . - your vote..·· ..
·
·
·
·
outside'.the woman's body.. The only differ:- . which .begins at conception and ends with
· riatilral
. ·. death.
·
·
prohibited the group
.·. ·. ·· . The
I want ,students. at. .Xavier
. .from doing so.
· ··
. last
. thing
.
. . .
.·. ence· is· temporal. . ·
··· · ., · ·. · ·
....:j<>e Hampel . . · A pa5tSGA executive I know used.to hold . University to think is that their opinion does
Yet, the law allows for partial birth·'abor.: . : . . .. , ,
.... .. .
· ·
.• "..:: ..·· :s·e·nr·o..r ·.·
~p ,.an issue Qf The Newswire
, n~t.i:g~tter.. . .. . · ...... ;.:·.
" . . . . . . · ·. ·
tion.aslong·iisthei_n.ft,t~qs,kille<l.wbiJeliii . ._... ,., · ·
..
. every iime.he
.
· ·
. needed motivation. The particuJarjssue
~Brendon .Cull.
head remains' in ihe woman's OOdy... 'The
·
.,
... , . ,;,,,.,, ....... ~ .... , . , .... : " .. , .... ,. , , ."·· " .. ~, , . . .. , ........... ,. " ............. : claimed·vict<>fY a5studentssp0keoui against ;; : . , ...... : , ... , ...... Senior.Senator . .
1
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. -Yes, it's that fon-e _of year again. More hoops and hype!

Highlights

+ Wtmea's JOccer n. _Umass

And, it oil kicks off on Friday,· October 16, 1998 wifh.XU's
·.5th annual;Midnight Madness. With mo_ro entertainment,

+ .Seam Tickothol'er Reception

+ Frlshe dogs, Jesse White ~.mhlm, th Cece-Celi Funatics
• Specttculu light and videe show

cash .giveaways and prizes than ever before this year's
event.is guur;anteed to,:be the best ever! Join us as· we
kick off a great year o.f men's and· women's basketball!.

+

Q-102 LiYt: ladi• remote

+ Cuk prizes, airliutickefs, and, much nw~h more
Fer more iaformllin:
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IDlfllllll;t .

$$ EARN EXTRA MONEY$$. · . . . . . . . . ·
We're looking for men and women to
deliver.the ne~ teleph<me directories rrom
Cincinnati Bell.
'
.
*Work in your area
*Work full or part~tiine ·.
*P.aid upon completion ofeach route
To..qualify, YC?U must ,be 18 or older, have a '
valid driver's license and socfal security
card and liave an insured vehicle. · .
To appiy, can· Mon. through Fri:,. 8arri-4pin

t-800-979-7978:

.. ..

..

.

. Kinko's has everything

Parenung or Adoption .·
The.Decision ls Yours

·

·

you need to ·make the :.grade.

·

Catholic.Social Services· .
.·
'

Frei PrllRIRCt T&SURI

.

CanftdaRUal eaunsallRI;
Flnanclal Aid an a Casa "'ease Basis
. ~.. jjpan A.it.·iJoUiin l.nllabla
·
. ' ;. Sanilcln1 ~IOPlll, ol all Fahhs '
· r fanclnnaU.
• Hamlhoil .'

Directory DistributingAssociates **EOE•• · J513l24~1J45

.~

.

....·.······.

. (5131863-6129

..

·'·~··-

wr.at·McAT~l'sedid

people• who ~qt.into··
medical school take ?
1

The Princeton Review .
and/or Hyperlearnlng 1Bo/o
'~.

Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help you make the
· grade, but get the. grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project by
taking advantage of these great offers. Kinko's is her~ to help make your life easier~.
r.~ ~-~ ~.~

- - - - - - -.,
~

: . .. 89¢ color copies . ·:

1 .-

Receive B'h" x 11" full or self-serve, full color
copies fur just 89¢ each. Resizing costs extra.

I
I
I
I
Call today to enr~ll!

CINCINNATI
3876 Paxton Ave. 396-6277

:I ·

t:HQfitl••

· :_

1
I

J

J

I
I

I

t

. ·~CATls a regisle;ed tr~dem~rk of ;h~ ~~elation of Aniertcan Medical Colleges
· .. ..
t1998 su1Vey of medical school students by Bruskln·Goldrtng research. For more complole details of
.
Iha su1Vey. check out our web slle at www:kaplan,com/mcat.
.
.,
Sample: first-fourth year medlca students at'U,.s. schools who took a.commercial test preparation course,

o~

Receive B'h" x 11" full self-serve, black & white
copies on 201b white bond for just 4¢ each.

I
I
I

CINCINNATI
.
.
3876 Paxton Ave; · 396~6277

_1

1

·1

kinko•s®
. . :I I•
pres~nted at~me
I

I

\vww.kaplan.coni

4¢ black & white copies 1

1

Offeris·U·ffiited to one coupon pe'rcustomer.:Coiipon must.be
of P!Jrthase, ma-J not be
reproduced and is not valid with other.coupons, o~ers o(discount programs. Offerva.hd at time of purchase
arld ml)' not be discounted or credited towards past or future purcfiases. VaDd at kinko's Usted location
E"~· Coupon ~Id where prohibited or ...mcted."Y ~w. llo cash vawe. . .
. . . .. ~

. 1~800-KAP·TEST

r~·~.-----.~-~~----,

-~Cf!6J-~ .... ~---L~~
..

I

.·

kinko•s®

Offer is limited to one coupon PE! customer. Coupon murt be presented at time of purchase, may not be
r!produced and is not valid with other coupons, offers or dlscowit programs. Offer valid at time of
purchase arxt may not be discounted or aed1ted toward~ past or future purctmes. V.alid at Klnko's Usted
tocation only Coupon void where prohibited or restricted trJ law. No cash value.

AAC595

1:1/J1198j

01999 Kinko's; !no.All. rights reseMd•. Kinko's is a. registered trademark of Kin~o's Ventures, !no and is used by permission, Kinko's ~uires written permission horn !he copyright holder in order lo ,;produce any copyri..!Jhted worlr.

r· .. ;

·.ARE YOU flttSStO~
DOYOU FEELRUN

l>O\.JN?

LET SMOOTHIE KING HELP/

Always the .co~lest •spot· for hot:wings and .cold beer,· fee1turi ng:
·Award~Winnillg Buffalo Wings• l2 Signature Sauces ·
New Expanded Menu • Daily Happy Hour .·
.Big' Screens:&:a:MulU.tude of TV's• Fre~ .NTN .lntenictive Trivia
. ·.2sc Wings iln Tuesdays •Call for Carryout'
..~·.··
·
·.··

•Come by to see us and have one of our smoothies. Smoothie King
smoothies are ·low-fat, mitritious drinks made with real fruit. Our
smoothies are great ff you are feeling tired, run-do~, or a little

weary.
You will also find a complete selection of vitamins, supplements,
'.sports .nutrition products, low-fat.snacks
and much .
.
.
.

.

'

·.'

·..
..

'

.....

'

,

..

'

..

can

Ir---~----------------------~I
·1
I
:I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
Of Equal pr Less Val~e
I
I
'
G~ &t paniclpalin1 locations only. Some rcslricdons may ajiply•
·1
I
NOt valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer per vislL·
.I
Good ~.. Cincln.,;11 ·,
' Offer upi...S: 11131/98
' 1.

.2for 1

·SMOOTHIE
'

'

.· . sino~thie King .·
3880M Paxton Avenue

'

· HydeiarkPIUa
.cinc~ti, olifo, ·

·. -~
''~.J·

.-·

<

,._ - '~

• "

·26.92··,Madison···R~lld.1•:'3s1!·i·9464·!~··:Norwo:dd .

more.

\

So when you 're interested in fitness and nutrition, checkout your
new Smobth~e King'. What you eat
help you look and feel
better. And it's all here for you at Smoothie King!

1.··

1."·

I

LWW,------J
:' L~
WW

cJ.

. •

•I

Most locations open 24 hours; t days a week. Meire than 900 Locations worldwide.
. For more information Visit our web site at www.kinkos.com or call 1-800-2-KINKOS.
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.

-SPORT_S,: .BRI.E-F-S

.Me11's soccer on· t91rot\A-lQ
.

>Sports Desk: 745-2878. ·>E-mail: si>oRrs@xavier.xu.edu.

Rifle starts_ season with a b·ang
The Xavier Rifle squad began their season with a flurry by grabbing first place in. their first competition pf the 1998-99 seasbri.
The Musketeers ~ompeted against-Morehead State and the Virginfa
Military Institute in theirseason debut match on.Oct. ·10 hosted'by·
VMI..
.
.
.
.

.

.

Xavier was led by the.outstanding perforritance of senior Karyn •
Juziuk who led all competitors with a high mark of 384 points. She
came out strong scoring a match-high 98 points in the first round of
the air rifle portion· of the match. Juziuk also had a terrific performance in the kneeling competition; where she led all competitors
with a score of 396. Sophomore Shari Jedinak al8o aided in. the
team's success by posting a personal best score of 383, which was
. second amo,ng Muskie shoo.ters ih the air-rifle competition. ~unior
· Rebecca Brattain was another standout, scoring a personal best 367 .
in the offhand shooting portion of the match.· This helped put XU ·
over the top into a first place finish. .
.
.
. .
The Xavier rifle team fini~hed with. an outstanding total score of
6,068, which was is2 points better than the Mprehead men, who.·
finished in second. The rifle season looks promising for the Musketeers, as they look to add to their winning ways when they go for
their second invitational win at the Tennessee Tech Invitational on
Sunday.

-Amjad Zahra

Greening. ·lead~. wome_n golfers
. The women's. golf team competecf!n the Wolverine Invitational
in Ann Arbor, Mich. on _Oct .3"4. T_he Musketeers finish~ in.twelfth·
place at 156~over~par. -Michigan State University won the tournament af 42-over-par.
·
·
Sophomore Paula Greening, tied for forty-fifth place,' led Xp
wi~h a 29-ovcr-par l 75for the three-round tournament. S9phomore
Melissa Beck also placed respectably with a 33~over-par.l 79~ freshman Julie Italiano (l.92), senior Christy Fout (196), sophomore
Chaley Peelle ( i 98), and freshman Kim Farrell (208) were the other
contributors for the Musketeers. ··
. The Lady Musketeers will be swinging back into action at the.
Eastern Keritucky Lady Colonel Irivitational in Richmond, Ky., this
·
··
Friday and Saturday.
· · · ·. ·
·-~ill Hughes

--.on Tan
••••••.•••••••••••••..•••• 8 ••••••

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 14
THURSDAY, OCT. 15
FlllDllY, OCT. 16

SATURDAY, OCT. 11.

.

SUNDAY, OCT. 18
,

MONDAY, Otr. 19 ·
TUESDAY, OCT. :ZO

•MEN'S TENNIS vs. WRIGHT ST. AT 3:15 P,M.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT CINCINNATI AT.3 P.M. ·
•MEN'S SOCCER AT MASSACH.USETTS AT 7 P.M.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. MASSACHUsms m a P.M.
•VOLLEYBALL AT RHODE ISLAND AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT TOLEDO INVITATIONAL AT 1 P.M.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS PiT LOUISVILLE INVITATIONAL
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT EASTERN KENTUCKY LADY COLONEL
INVITATIONAL IN RICHMOND, KY.
, •VOLLEYBALL AT MASSACHUSETTS AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT TOLEDO INVITATIONAL AT 1 P.M.
•WOMEN'S TI;NNIS PiT LOUISVILLE INVITATIONAL
. •MEN'S ,AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY AT UNIVERSITY OF
. WISCONSIN-PARKSIDE INVITATIONAL IN KENOSHA, WI.
••WOMEN'S GOLF AT,EAST!'RN KENTUCKY LADY COLONEL
INVITATIO.NAL IN. RICH_MOND, KY.
•
•MEN'S SOCCER PiT RHODE ISLAND AT 1 P.M.
· -WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. RHODE IS!J'ND AT 1 P.M.
. "WOMEN'S TENNIS AT LOUISV~LLE INVITATIONAL
, ~MEN'S GOLF AT PERSIMMON RIDGE INVITATIONAL IN
LOUisVlllE, KY.
•RIFLE AT.TENNESSEE TECH INVITATIONAL AT 8 A.M.
•MEN'S GOLF AT PERSIMMON RiDGE INVITATIONAL IN
LOUISVILLE, KY.
•MEN'S GOL~ AT PERSIMMON RIDGE INVITATIONAL IN
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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BY BILL HUGHES
·Sports Writer .
The Xavier men's .~occer team.
·is on a roll. Over the past two weeks
· .· the:Muskies compil~d a 4~1 record
and have gained sole poss~ssion of
fiist place in the Atlantic 10. ·

XAVIER 4, SBU 3 (OT)
.

.

: XU did not have one of their
better performances agains't an under-rated St. Bonaventure team.
The Bonnies took the lead with an
. unassisteq goal in the 30th minute
.on a breakaway..
This was quickly followed ·by
another goal.from St. Bonaventure
with a solid pass to the center of
the field in the 36th minute of play.
Freshman defender Rob Bakker

··

·

·~.

.· . . . .

.

. .

. :

.

.. , . .

NEWSWIRE .PHOTO BY e1LL TERRY

Junior goalkeeper_ Paul Wesseling's outstanding play. is a· main
reason tlie Musketeers are. on top of the A-1 Ostandings;

scored in the 40th minute with a
volley from spphomore forward .
·Josh· Hammerschmidt.·
. midfielder Dave Spaccar~lli.
.·pressure .with. goals ·from .Kuiken,
Junia~
goalkeeper : Paul
The second pedod was con- . Spaccarelli .and Ba~er in the secWesseling ended the half with. an trolled by Wesselirig's dominant ond half. Freshman Andy Grouch·
outstanding save to keep the score ·play. ·He had eight saves and came off the bench to record two
at_2-1 at theend of the first period: stopped a penalty kick io preserve. ·as~ists in the 5-1 conf~rence win .
· The Musketeers took quick ad- the victory. The: 1-0 wiit over over St. Joseph'.s. ·
vantage in the second perio'd with a .· Duquesne was Wesselivg's third
goal from Halnmersch~idt in the shutout of the season..
XJ.\:VIER 6~ TEMPLE 2
Sl st minute off a cross from junior
· forward Koen Kuiken.. Kuiken conOHIO STATE 2, XAVIER 1
.. Last Sunday the Musketeers
nected with Hammerschmidt agairi
· battled the Temple Owls (3-8-1) ip
in the ()2nd mi"nute to take the lead . Xavier nextt~aveled to Ohio · a competitive conference match-up.
at 3-2.
State_ (5-4-3) to face the intrastate
_Bakker led Xavier's scoring at- ..
St. Bonaventure responded . rival and tough weather conditions; ·tack with a goal in the 5th _minute
promptly with a goal in the 65th The continu!!l downpour through- · off a penalty kick .. Temple coun- ·
minute to tie the score.
out the game created slippery and . tered, how.ever, by scoring in the ·
A solid defensive effort by. both cold conditions for the competing : 11th minute from 18 yards out.
teams brpught the game into over- ' teams.
The remainderof the first.period
tirrie with.'the score holdhig~;:tt'3"-3'.
.. A scoreless-first peric.l<l was.fol~ .. ··consisted ~fa solid defensive effort
Hamm~rschmidt continued his lowed by an· Ohio State scoring · · from both teams with the score at
offensive success in overtime, but spuit. An unassistl'!dgoalin the41st · 1~1 goin°g into the second period.
St. Bonaventure made three huge minute was followed by another unSpaccarelli scored in the 43rd
saves to bring .the game into a sec" assisted goal in. the 44th minute for minute anci Temple answered with
. ond overtime.
t_he Buckeyes.
another goal in the SOth ·minute of
Kuiken ended the battle with a
The XU meri had a hard time · play. With the score.at 2-2; Xavier
goal ifl'the 108th minute off a su- getting many shots on goal,. but was in desperate need of a shift in . ·
perb header from Hammerschmidt. Hammerschmidt scored in the 78th momentum. ..
.· .
Hamrilerschmidt's offensive tri- minute off an assist fromj\inior.
' The XU meri _did exactly this
.umphs and Kuiken 's dominant play midfielder Maririgo VHjter. .· : .•: . with agoal. froni Kuiken in the 60th
off the bench allowed the MuskeOhi.o State's defensive· success miriute off a cross from Spaccarelli.
teers to prevail over St. Bonaventure · gave Xavier little romn fora come- ·Haminetschmidt followed with a
with the score of 4-3 arid improve back. The.2-1 loss to the, Buckeyes g9ai in the 71st minute of play.
to 2-0 in conference.play;
brought Xavier's record to 7-5-0.
Kuiken·and Crouch sealed the vie..:
tofy with goals in the 80th ~nd 82nd
XAVIER 5, ST. JOSEPH'S· l
m~nutes respectively.
XAVIE~ h DUQUESNE 0 ·
··The 6-2. victory over Temple
The St. 'Joseph's Hawks~er~ the .. gave· the ·Musketeers .sole. possesThe Musketeers· next faced the
conference rival Duquesne Dukes . next team to travel fo Corcoran :&iori of first piace in the A~ 10; ·
· on Fridayttie t~am :will travel ·
Both teams started the game aggres- Field to battle the XU nien. Xavier
. -sively and showe4 few signs of controlled the game offensiyeiy by . to: UMass for i.ts first. conference
· holding back.
out~shooting St. Joseph ~s 22-7. .
road game. Everyone _will be aimXavier had many_ opportunities
Hammerschmidt continued. his. ing JorXl] the rest of the season
to score with their 13. shots on goal · assist streak by connecting• twice an,d thefhave _a great deal riding
· in the first period; Kuiken headed · with junio_r midfielder Steve 'with: the upcoming conference
in the only goal of the game in the Stamper iii the first period of play, match~up,s.
27th minute off a. cross froriljunior
:Xavi¢r continued its' offensive
'

'

.
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All HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLDHOME SOCCER MATCHES ARE HELD AT CORCORAN FIELD
HOME VOLLEYBALL MATCHES ARE HELD AT SCHMIDT FIELDHOUSE .

.·GIMI Ojtke Ifill'·
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Women's Soccer vs. UMass
8 p.m. Friday at Corcora~'Field ·
j

As a kick-off to the Midnight Madness festivities, the Lady
Musketeers will look to avenge last season's 2-1 loss to the
Minutewomen. The first 100 students atthe game wiH,re~ .
ceive floor seats for Midnight Madness and.Coca~Col~'s own '
FUNatics will be present to eritertain .the cro~d. ·Sofor tho~ '
·· who can't wait until midnight, head on over to Corc()ranField
. and go mad f0r our own Lady· Musketeers•. > ' . " . . , ,
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Women's>soccer Jumps into third
•.

.

-

~·

.

.

broke the. scoreless tie when th~y
"Our goal was·
BY MATI MADGES
.scored
off
of
a
corner
kick
in
the
.
to
come
out and
.. Assistant Sports Editor
.
33rd minute of the game.· Although attack on gqal,"
A common theory in_ sports is the go~! put Xavier fo a 1-0 deficit, sai'd sophomore
that to b~:'the best you have to play ·· · fr. was obvious.,that being down. forward Annette
·
the best: Qver,· the past two weeks sparked·the team. ·_·
Gruber.
· of competitiorithis idea has begun
"We knew we ·were coming ·
The
Lady
to pay off for theXavier. women's . bac.k, it was just aniatter of when," Musketeers did
.soccer team; Over this stretch, the said Reinshagen;
not waste any
.·It'
only four minutes ._later . time· in· accom~
team compiled a 3~0-l record in its
fourAtlantic 10 road games.
that XU came back and tied the plishing this goal
This conference success came game off senior tri-captain Coileen . as the team
after the team's.toughest non~con- · Savage's. first goal of the season. scored· in just the··
ference schedule in its history.
The goal was assisted by sopho- second minute of
As a- result- of the. extremely more forward Erin Coley. The first the game. ·The
tough schedule, Xavier~ntered con- half ei;ided with the game knotted goal was scored
ference play with a:disappoiitting at one.··
by Reinshagen on
2~4-1 record. However; in the midst
. Xavier came out strong in the
rebound from a
. of this disappoinment, the players second half and continued io pres- shot by Gruber
realized that playing tlie tougher sure the Lady Hawks. The pressure that had ricoschedule should pay off in the long finally paid off,in the 76th~minute cheted off of the ·
run.
..
..
when Reinshilgen scored on a crossbar. The Junior forward Christie R~inshagen (10) has scored three goals in her last tWo
''We ~ad a really tough non-con- . header. Once again, Coley assisted goal was the fifth games; Reinshagen now has scored six goals on the season with three of them
.fererice schedule which is good for• on the goal which ·put the Lady of the season for being game-winners.
u·s going'into theA-10," said senior Mu*eteers ahead 2-l. ·
midfielder Aniy Lemon. "Anything
"We keep knocking onJhe door
XAVIER 2, DUQUESNE l
can happen in the conference and u~til we find. the 'right one that
we have a foot in· the door:"
opens," said Quinn.
With the four-game conference .
The last ten minutes of the game
·unbeaten streak, the team has im- were gut-wrenching as ea_ch team
proved its conference record to 3- ha<;l numerous scoring chances. St.
1-1. With this improvement the Joseph's was not able.to find the
team has jumped from sixth to thfrd goal and the game ended with
·
. plac~ in the .conference in a one- Xavier on top 2-1.
week span.
"We adjusted better to the field
. "This is where we belong and we conditions than the home· team,"
are going to stay here," said junior ·said Quinn, in regards to the key
forward Christie Reinshagen about reason his team came out with .a vie-.
the team's jump in the standings.
tory.
.
In the victory, senior goal keeper
.. XAVIER·21•ST~··JOSEPH'S· 1 and tri~cilptain Ann Marje Hubbard
made five saves to move the team's
Last Friday, the Lady Muske- record to 4"_4~2 with h~r at goal.
teers traveled to Philadelphia to take The win moved.Xavier to 2~1-1 in
conference. play.
. on: st. Joseph's at Finnesey Field.
The playing conditioris were difXAVIER 4, TEMPLE 1
ficult considering the rainy weather
and the fact that this was only the
second game of the season the team·
had played on an AstroTurf surface.
.
.
· game winner.
. Xavier responded well to the
On Friday, Oct. 2, Xavier began
treacherous playing conditions and·
its conference road shedute with a
WHAT'S NEXT
was in control of the ball and the
game for the first 30 minutes. In
this sp~n, ~U had numerous scoring opportunities, but was unable
to capitalize. ·
Then, in their first true offensive
attack of the game, St. Joseph's .

was

a

ing chances as a result of quick and
- deceptive moves withthe ball. So
.far in the game, Hosty had been ~n
able to capitalize on her chanc(!sbut
continued 'to shoot for the bac;k of
the net.
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Volleyb8lfwins fourthstraight

Musketeers .roll over Dayton,· Virgina Tech;-~~ach~s 11amcd:J3(JTW
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Writer

teers hosted the Dayton Flyers and . who finished with 16 kills, three
came away with a big win .. Iri the serving aces, and 11.digs. Senior
Aft~r last_ month's trip to Phi la~ first game the XU. women. played. Gal:ie ~ook also provided an offen~
delphia, which ended.with a loss to tough and defeated the Flyers 15- . sive spark with 14 kiJJs, followed
Te.mple University, the Xavier 7. Dayton rallied back though, and ·. by freshman Jill Hampton with.
·women's volleyball team enjoyed a took the next game 15-5.
· nine. As.· usual, senior Cara
The third game was'a battle, and Espelage -led the. team in assists,
home stretch .that produced four
wins and catapulted them into a sec" after two lopsided games; both . recording 54 in the match.
ond place tie in the Atlantic 10 con~ teams fought back and forth until
XAVIER DEF.
ference.
the end, an eventual 16-14 Xavier
St
BONAVENTURE
Playing host toAtlantic 10 foes wiri. The third~gam~ win shifted
15-5, 15-2, 15-11
Dayton, St. Bo~aventure, Duquesne the: match's momentum in favor of
. and Virginia Tech,; the W women XU, and theyput away the over- .
The XU women took on St.
·played strongly, and firially reached ·• match_ed Flyers. in the fourth game,
the level of excellence. that Coach· 15-5. The loss was only the s~cond_ Bonaventure at home on Oct. 2.
Floyd· Deaton has been expecting conference loss for the Flyers, arid . The Bonnies entered the game with
from them all year. ·
moved the Xavier women's·overall a 2-9 record (0-4 in the A-10). and
.
.
record to- 5-7 (3-2 in conference were little match for the fired-up
XAVIER DEF•. DAYTON
.. play).
Musketeers.
15-7, 5-15~ 16-14, 15-5
Leading the way for the Lady
After the .starters made short_
On Sept. 30, the Lady Muske- Muskies was junior Beth Osterday work of the Bonnies in game one .
· (15-5), Coach Deaton turned the
game over· to his bench, and they
responded with a 15-2 win in the
second garpe. .They continued to
play well as the starters cheered
·
.
.
. NEw,SWlRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH
them on from the sidelines, and fin- Freshman outside hitter Jill Hampton (13) and junior middle·
ished off the Bonnies in the third blockerJenny·Janszen (3) go up to block an opponent's att_ack.
game.15-11.
Sophomore Gina Geraci led the rolled over. the Dukes in. the first from slipping· away (like earlier
team in kills with eight, followed game 15-4;
losses to George Washington arid
· .by freshman Anna Yasuhara: and·
The _next two games proved .to Temple) the XU wo!Ilen called ·on
junior Kelly Wit.Iiams with six.. be much of.the same, as theLady everything they h.ad in an effort to
Espelage and freshman Am.anda Muskies dominated the Dukes and finish what they had started.
· Rohling each recorded 15 assists to. won both games 15~6. The win
The fourth game was no longer
lead the team. The conference win impr9ved the XU women's overall a simple game but became a war ·
brought the XU women's record to record to 7~7 (5-2) a.nd dropp.ed the. betweeri two strong-willed teams.
Leads changed regularly, and each
6c7 (4-:2).
··Dukes to 1-6 in theA~lO ..
.r. -.
'
Osterday:contfoued to pl~y well· team played with all the ability they
DEF.
as she again led the team fo kills . had. When the match ended, the ·
·
15-4, 15-6; 15-6
with 14. Hampton recorded eight Hokies were sent home. with their
kills followed by Coo'k with seven. fifth loss of the year, as the Xavier
Next on the Lady Musketeers' Freshman Sara Baehus led the way women came away with a huge 15·
•
. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH
hit list were the Duquesne Dukes defensively with eight digs, and . 13 win.·
Espelage
·passed
around
a
matchThe
match
was
a
team
win,
as
Freshman outside hitter Jill Hampton sends a ball hard at a · · . · on Oct. 9. ..The Xavier women
four players scored double digit
· ·defender while senior mid~le blocker Gabe. Cook. (12) looks on.
wasted _no time in establishing high 30 assists.
themselves as the better team and
kills. They were Hampton with 13, ·
. XAVIER DEF. VA. TECH
junior Jenny Janszen with 12, Cook
with 11 and Bachus with 10.
15-1 15-4, 8-15, 15-13
Osterday led the team in digs·with
The Lady Musketeers' final op- . 13 followed by Bachus, Yasuhara·
ponent in their home .stand wouid . .and Espelage with nine apiece.
·prove to be their toughest. In their Once again Espelage passed out a
.
'
.
way stood Virginia Tech, who en- team high 46.assists.
The win moved the Lady'Mustimes, if not their plac.e, last Friday of an undisclosed team policy. This tered the match tied with Temple for
BY DAN BUTLER
·at the highly competitive Ohio In-· brought about an opportu!lity for first place in the Atlantic 10 con- . keteers into a four-way tie for secSports Writer
tercollegiate Cross Country Cham- several runners to take spots in the ference. With an overall record of .ond place in theA:tlantic 10 conferThe season has b_een moving .pioriships. The team placed 31 out _ top seven, and to compete in the last 11 ~4. the Hokies were a formidable ence: Temple is atop the conference
·opponent and a good· test of the· ·followed by Dayton, Virginia.Tech,
very quickly for the men.'s and of the 39 Ohio schools.
two meets.
Rhoclelsfanc:i <tnd Xavier.
. ,
women's cross country teams, and
''The course is very hilly, and our
Coach Scott Swain was happy _Xavier women~s development.
thedefining moments of the season tough hill ·workouts made the with the team's perfom1ance; conThe first match was hardfought . . Bachus' play over the last week
upon them. The pasttwo meets course less of an obstacle for us," sidering the. awkwardness of the as both. teams came outTeady to · earned her the Atlantic 10 Rookie
play: The· XU women, however, of the Week award ..
were met ~ith some inconsistency said sophomore Blanche Fisher.
·situation.
and frustrations. This weekend is·
This weekend the women travel · . uI was pleased·with the way the. edged out the Hokies arid pl~yed to ·. . The Xavier women~ wiil be ·on
important in determining where to Wisconsin to compete on t.he ·guys handled the race and faced the a 15-10 win. The 'Lady Muskies . the road the riext two weekencis·as
were pumped up after their.first.:. they hea<;l to New England to_ take
both programs are.heading into the same course used for the Footlocker challenge head on,'' said Swain;
Atlantic 10 Championships.
Regional Invitational, a qualifying
The team placed sixth out of game victory a.rid destroyed the on Rhode Island and ~ass this
The women's team did not ru11 meet for the footlocker National nine schools at the Earlham Invita~ helpless Hok_ies in the second ga,me · Friday and Saturday; ·Then they will
.
..
.
head south down theA.tlantic coast
as well at the Earlham Cross Coun- High 'School Championship...
tional, and finished 34th ·out of 35 i5-4.
VirginiaTech entered the inter~ to chall~nge the.George Washingtry Invitational on Oct. 3, as they
It is a course that is designed spe- .·teams .at the Ohio Invitational. . .
. had in previous meets this season. . cifically for cross country, and is . At this weekend's meet, the men mission between the second and ton Colonials on Oct. 23 in WashThe Musketeers finished fifth out , considered a fantastiC course b/ will face tough competition from thirdgames stunned at what had'. ingt~tl; D.c:, a.nd the Fordham
of eight colleges and universities. . many. runners. Xavier's perfor~ .. the Big Ten.and t_he South Eastern happened. The Hokies were reel- Rams the next night in the Bron~.
The runners faced a challenging, mance theri in the past indicates a . Conference at the University·. of ing on the ropes, and the Xavier
· ·>SLAM DUNK · .
course that was made even more so . fast course due to the. personal Cincinnati Iuvitatiorial, · at Mount women were poise<l todeliver th_e ..
· •FREETHROW
due.to rain and cold temperatures. records : many runners h~ve . Airy Park, off of Colerain'Avenue; kncick-out punch. Virginia Teeh had .
3-POlNT
SHOOTOUT .
· Several runners' times were slow. achieved:
·
··
This is the team's last event ~ther plans, though, and came out : ·
. CONTESTS .
In ~ddition, the worn.en did not run
"This meet .will. let us know heading i_nto the Atlantic lOCham~ .. with inspiring ~eteimination. .
.
T~e Ladf Muskies· watched in
very well as a team. The time whe~e we ariatas a team heading . pionships. The team will race at
PRELIMINARIES .
terror as the nearly defeated Hokies
spreads between Xavier runners into the Atlantic 10 champion- -four p.m.
.
were large, a problem that had ap- ·. ships," said Fisher. :
"It'll be a measuring fool to see came back to take game three, i5- :
..
. ..
. ,
....
peared earlier in the season.
.The meri 'steam faced new chal- where the team is at heading into 8. As hadbappe~ed so often .this
.
J:-:9
P.M?IN.StHl\ltlDT
..
Despite. the-previqus w'eek's Jenges with the absence of several the conference championships,'' ·year, ~other b~g \vin see,med to be
FiELDHOUSE
·.slipping away. . . .
. ·.
shortcomings, the women's team . toprunnersduetosuspensions. The said swai~ ..
DCtennined preve_nt this win . . .. .CALL
regrouped and improved their - '. SUspended runners were in violation
INFQ ·

xAv\ER

~uqtlESNE

X-country-preps for A-lOs

o,

Women seeking consistency, _men weather suspensions

are
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. after 90 days
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+ Tuition Assistance
as a preloader at
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·. R.t\M~.6;4 GigI-n~. 5~k faxi · ·
.mod~m.>16 bit 3b. sound card,'

· 32xcri~ROM, sp~~ers,Ys·~ .. · .
SVGA monitor, l(~yboard;
Mouse,
~ $950.. ··
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Have
.something .
to. sell?

ARE YOU A NIGHT OWL?

• Earn $9 an hour to start!
• .·Tuition assistance available after 30 days
· • Advaneemei:it Opportunities available
• Weekends, afternoons, and evenings off!
• Work up to 25 hours a week
• .Shift begins at 2 ·a.m.
• Also accepting applications for the evening shift
Must be 18 years old to apply

.,

.· · · ···vz! 1.-.i
~·.;·641~5333····· . ·
Ill
~.
, .·: " . ,
'·-:c-A

' · 'For a cC>iriplet~ prke list see website
V,VWw.Vv'ebbcon1p.C:otn .· ·

·.·

.

.

··

.··4903 Vine:St~'-,St.Bemard Square

Apply in person at:
RPS
10648 Evendale Drive.
Cincinnati, OH 45241
(800) 947-8513
'

.

Females and minorities encouraged to apply
Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer

Try The Newswire's classified
advertising section. Call
Jamie at 745-3561.

·STUDY IN .

OX}.'ORD
l·.

On Friday, October 16, 1998 The Madness Begins •••

;~-::::·, ':

Live witli~British •·

. ·swdents~ in.'''the ··.·
:.cellter . of Oxford .
· a5 an ASsodate Student ,

, of an Oxford, college at ··
~ affordable price.·

,.·, $8,2 50.: a; semester. ·.
Tuition, .Housing,
Meals included. ·
Summer term option· ..

Oxford Study
· ·" Abtoaff·Progriunrite
· 33~35 Gedrge Street · .
Oxfo,rdOX12AY,England .
Telephone and Facsimile:

01144 1865798738
E-mail:

.osap@osap.demon.co.uk

WE~LL.PAY

YOU $35,000+
.TOWARD YOUR

·DIPLOMA.

Yes, it's thllt time of year again. More hoops and hype!·
Yori can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard•
Anny.Resetve enlistment .. .
and over.$7,000 if you
...... ·. ·
qualify for the Montgomery
·. GI Bill.; .plus help in paying·. '·
· off a qualified st:µdent foan .
up to $10,000, if eligible. ·'··· .·
. You'llusually sel"\Te one :: · ·.
. weekend a month plus two ·"
weeks'. Arinual Training.: · ··
And you11setve \Yith an ·.
Anny Resetveunit neat: •.. · ··
your campus.. ·,
Over'$35,000 toward
· college - for part-time
service. , · ·
·· ·' Tbii1k about it.
•.' Then .think about us.
·· · And call t:Oday:; ·

And, it oil kicks off on Friday, October 16, 1998 with XU's
5th annual Midnight Madness. With more entertainment,

co~h giveaways and ,;rizes than ever before this year's
event is.guaranteed to be. the best ever! Join

.

. · •·.· k.ick ~ffa gre~t ye,orof men's and women'~ basketball!
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· :.>\ic.llALL W>ll~ar·.:V;;:x·

·: ARMYRESERVE1; ·
/\ .•. >www.goarmy.ca.r~\~:.~,:F.'
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US OS
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We

Htghllghts

+

W1me1's s111er n. Umus

+

Soma Titkelhel.ier Rmplin

+

fris•ee dogs, Jesse W•ita llmblers, th C111-C1l1 F~nntics

• s,ect11ul11 li9U and YiiH show

+

Q-102 liYe lldl1 remote

+ Cu• •rizt1, 1irliae ti1kels, 114 11111• 11111h mtra
For mor~ ialormiti11:
:.·. .-··

'·
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Classical guitar

.

BY LAUREN MOSKO
Diversions
Editor
.
.

· Last Thursday, two bands for- '
merly' featured on Aware Records
Jorge Caballero will perform for the Xavier Classical Guitar
compilation's were reunit~d ai
Series on Sunday, Oct. 18 at 2:30 p.m. in the University Center
Bogart'.s. ·Train, a San Francisco.~
Theatre. Tickets are $11.
· based quinte(o~nedthe show, and
Caballero began his musical studies at age 10 in the National
duster,' a trio of ~caustic guitars and
Conservatory of music in Lima, Peru. Two years later, his innate
bongo drums from Boston, made
talent earned him first prize in the National Conservatory guitar
their second appearance in th~ ''
competition. He is now working with David Starobin at the Man· Qu~en City, turning Bogart's inside :
·
hattan School of Music.
out.
Although Train. opened to a
. rather sparse crowd, they seemed .
.. , undaunted; lead singer Patrick
.pii0rocouRTEs\'oi's1ReRB::oRcis ·
Musicians from Louisville, Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky···· .··.Monahan vocalized his disappoint:. . :Guster (above) teamedjJp vvith ,Train'laSt Thursday tC>'.giv~ th~ ... :
ment only because there were so crowd at Bogart's more th~n th~y;ba.rga,i.hed for:
.: ... ' · .
will perform Friday, Oct. 16 at the Norwood American Legion Hall ·
to raise money for a bigger and better public skate park.
.
males than females cited
,-: ,...
.
White House Recording artists Skallywagon, Enkindel, Koan, ..
. Traih's sound is a well-blended giving a very differ.ent response. ,b~a(with piercing guitar,. Miller'
Hailshaft and Eustress will perform at the all-ages show, benefit~·
mixture
of guitars and drums which from theuslial fake ~·yeah that was . e~~~i~~.the c;r<>~~;~f~~c,~ion
ting skateboarders, in-line skaters and "adults who welcome offgenerally
create Oh-SO"Catchy pop- great, just gefout and bring o,nthe. '. ally;confributing ·a> fiigh~pitched
street options."
rock
beats.
The band .has no headliners." that most openirig ••. girly'ba6kgfoul1(ltfuho~fter,hi~'c)wn
The American Legion Hall is at 5129 Montgomery Road on
1
Metro Bus Route #4, or off the Norwood Exit ofl-71. Admission is
$5~ Call Annie at the skateMusik connection, 746-8787 for details.
looked like hom6'~made maraca,
Just befo,re.the lights went down : rial wasn't satisfying epough,
to give particular tracks a 70s funk for the sec~nd tim~. the hoilse ste- ' Mil)ei~nd b~l"drier, would olten
appeai.
·
reo systeni bi~~ted the openi~g to. break, niid-song;)nt(> s,~tjipl.es of.
The band stuck mostly to songs the BeastiW:'3oys!''~,No SI.eep til ; Prince;;'. Phil 'Collins 'and'various
.
from their self-titled debut album, Brooklyn?;.: Tfi'e crtlwdweI1t cwy. ·.·. other recogniz~ble greats~ ·An of
This week's top 10 albums
This week's top 10 from.the
opening with "If You Leave," an This was th~:flrst~fue·we we're all this :was hilarious, but the mockfrom the Billboard 200:
·
Billboard "Hot 1oo" Singles:
. reverenc~ to Oiusicai history culm.iedgy, urgent pop-rock tune. Train in for qUit~'.:a'ride::•:·,·/ i. . ·.. ·
1) Jay-Z, Vol. 2 ... Hard
1) "One Week" Barenaked
truly drewin the crowd.with their..
Ouster's sound . is dedsively .. nateditttti~:additfonof"Austin,"
Knpck Life
.
Ladies •, ..
. . .· ...
.third. eff()rt, '"Meet Virgillia. "'/, folk-rock;.highiighted:~y:the flaw- ; guy the band :iiupposedly. met in
•2)0utkast, Aquemini
2) ''The First Night" Monica
, · Mo~a~an brought. out tlie :6ongo,s :· ·I~ss v0caf hilririony,'.fl¥iII~r 3..nd .. ·. Colorado.. Hejoinecl Guster on3) A Tribe Clllled Quest, .The. ·. ·
3) ''i Don'tWantTo Miss A
·. arid.tambourine.for thisohe and:.: Adam Garqne(but:d,omiO~tCd by • stagetohelpre-;enacttheflnalscene
•
Love
Movement ,.
Thing" Aer~sinitJI : • '
·. coittinu~. to. impress by ·alsq ad~- .;\Btian ~osefovc)rct?l isdightening , of the mo\ifo "Crossroads,'; via du·. 4) Lauryn ml1, The · . ..
Is Your Love"
4) "How
ing..a tfUJT1pet;
<; ' .. .·' .. · .• 'borigo/corigil;;wo,rk/ ·C>n ,mote up~ . eling
' hanrioriicas
' withDru Hill FeatrirlllgRedman . · Miseducatlon Of Lauryn Hill
. The musical spark stayed strong . tenipo .. tunes;spor#di~•hy~r~punk , Roseriworcel. ·· ·
.· 5) Sheryl Crow, The Globe ··
5) "Crush" Jennifer Paige
ev:en thr()ugh s10'.\:Ver songs tike. guitar rtiyililris wer~ infilsCc:I to keep .
The show closed ~ith an encore
Sessions ·. •. . .
6) "I'll Be'! Edwin·McCain
.:."Therii;,J?ays.'' ..The'i.":'hofo :baJ1d ,' '. tp~ inusi2 h~gJi~eij~fgf
~
or
acoustic guitar duets, "Mona
.. 6)~N·syllc;·'./v.Sy11c.
7) ''This Kiss'' Faith Hill
'· . . {Jimmy ~taffi;>rd and Rob ~Ptfhkiss: .:: ·· ~h·e, set.kicked' :off with the · Li~!l'.'. a~d ,,''\Vindow.,'.': .Th.e ~rowd
8) "Becaiis~ 'ofYou" 9.s · ·
:> Kirk Franklin, T~e Nu
.. on guitar; ScottU:nderwood on,, gfoove~steady.numl:>~rs/'GreatEs~ continued to scream long after the
Degrees-"·.··>''_:· . ·' , .. ·
Nation Project
·
drums.and Chai:lie,Colin on bass) ·cape" and"Happler.'; "I:hese were . lightscame up.. , .
•'
.·
· 8) Shania Twain, Come on
9) ~'To~ch It" M:onifah ·
jqined
in
to
harri;onize
on
the
vocal.:
.
·
.
l~ter
.contrasted
by.
slower/
more
:
On
key,
off
key,
harmOny
or
barOver·. ·
. .
. 10) "Time After Time" Inoj
finale. · .
.. .
. . . eni'otiv.e songs such
the _newer baric yawp ~Guster provides one
....... ··
9) VA, Mean Green--Maj~r
Wheri it w~s all ~aid and ,don~ •.•.. '.'X-Ray Eyes" and the'title~track off of the most entertaining, emotive
Players Compilation
the crowd seemed genuinely ex~ •· their fir~t album; "Parachute.'' Dur- • and interactive shows around. . .
I 0) Bareilaked Ladies,
Stunt

·skate or die

;::Jnt~ore

aboutTrain;~,p~rfon:aric~

~ng'· •.:J~lcetship," :~-;~ving,-~ober:

6~~ ::~,h~;;~~~:~::: ~~~n!~.~~ ~;t:~~~~~1~11~i:r!:~::J~~;:;~~ .·. • !:(~};;~~.b~J1~;S:.;rii~ri~i::.~it~- ·
a

The Charts
'

a

beep

: .•· · . . ,

the

fl).

as

The Samples: Too m11ch.of a goodthiitg?

New Releases

BY PAUL HEWSON

going to tryfo have some fun.
Kelly urged th~ college kids io
The following were ciue for releas.e on or before Oct. 13:
What happens when a band gets
get up on' stage with him and dance,
older, .. but. the audience never
. much to the chagrin of the Bogart's
Soundtrack, Slam (Epic) ... Soundtrack, Pleasantville (WORK·
budges from the 18 to 22-year-old
. sec~rity force. The danc~rs were.
Group) ... Celine Dion, If Only Love Could Be Enough (~50 Mu.predominantly guys wearing baggy
age bracket? . , . .
sic) ... HeltahSkeltah, Magnum Fore~ (Priority) ... R. Kelly, R. ·
. Yo~ get a very frustrated group·
• jeans and tie-dyed ·shirts or cute
(Jive) ... Monkey Mafia, Shoot th~ Boss (Arista) ... Soundtrack,.··
' gi~ls in tight tank top~; , . . ,• ' .
that goes through a sometimes pub-.
Practical Magic (Reprise) ... Soundtrack, Strange/and (TVT) ...
.. . Just for kicks, Kelly .dumped
lie mid-life crisis. .
The Band, Jubilation (River North) ... Cake, Prolonging the Magic
• The Violent Femmes have· seen
water. on some of these girls'. It was
(Mercury) ... Less Than Jake,Hello Rockview (Capitol) ... Kenny
this, .and responded with· ·
'' ... funny\vhen he. dtd that
Loggins, Decen1ber (Columbia) .... Meat Beat Manifesto, Actual
personnel changes, several
' spontaneously. during last .
Sounds and Voices (lnterscope) ... John Mellancamp, John
hiatuses, a greatest hits com~
' year's show, but after re~ .
Mellancamp (Cofombia) ... Sepultura, Against (Roadrunner) ...
pilation and less tourfog. . peating the sceriefio three
Duncan Sheik; Humming (Atlantic) ... Widespread Panic, Panic
The Samples are hitting .
. • times, you couldn '.t help
in the Streets (Mercury)· .. ;
this mid-life crisis, and if a
•.but \vonder how desperate
concert Bogart's earlier• ··
he's gotten; . ·..
·... all dat~s are tentative,
this month is ariy indiCation,
·· · ·• Late hi the show, Keily
the crisis may· g~t the better:: ·
'goLonhis ~oap 'bo~ and
of.the band: .
.
·· .· tl\lk~d abmithow i'~dio sta~ •
. tio~s suck a11d ~ow the
· :.. For~yeai's~ ·the S~iriples ·
.
. .
.. .
.
.
have b~eh' successful with a
. music industry ' has
Thursday, Oct.. 15
Sunday; O~t. 18
· formulaic'appfoachto.their • ·•·
.screwed his ba~ci o~ei:: ..
Sister7
;Screamin' Cheetah .
... music: Put ~mt gogd musi~, . .
·•.. . But really, do y'Ou thi.nk
@Ripley's,
WheeUes , ·· ·
.. · tour li'ke mad;
'f let tfie · .. ·
.. h'e' d be happy if his s9ngs
.®Top Cat
· ::·)ask-'o~.~adio:~,i.iif; di.$,~our-<
. ..
.
.. J ., . :
• .. . .
. . . . were,pfayed to death, his
Saturday, Oct. 17
age ypu,: aQd tour so, me_ m~re. This , It took favo11te old songs hke "Did band: played in; stadiQms· 'and then
Mike Keneally
Monday, Oct.. 19 ,
: is'sa.~~Hi~~ ~p\v.~~~,w~·?~~~·
:·.'rou Ev~~~k Sp:~ic~'.~ ~nd?Littl~ . faded o.tltjustas quickly as it came· .
w/ Beer For DolphiDs ·
·i Eart~ Crb;~ Vil .• · .·•... ·..•· . • .· .~·As ,the show st~~· ,b<}th''~~n~ : ·.Silver ~mg'.:'.i~l> rejilly:get ,th~ plac~ ~ on .the .scerie? Probabhi not~ That's
@Ripley's .... ·.... \
·. ·.,

spark to get hirri gding, but the
crowd was stunned by his slow,
seemingly lethargic, performance:
Towards the end of the show, he
finally got fed up with the crowd's
less than energized vibe~ and implored the folks.
'"Go f***ing
'• ,· . ·~..·.. ' ...
nuts!!" .... ,· ." ,
The cro~d did r~s,pon.d 'to hi~
urging; 6uiquicklydO:ied off again,:
,. ·
·

Guest Writer

to,

at

Live Wire·s
'

don

1

-·: ,._·

•·· ·. ·
•.· ;.
and
Travis Tritt :
··.· '
@ Cincinnati Gai-'de~s:
Thursday, Oct. 8

.~;~••d v~•··r ·• ·. ;e~f.]~ff~~l7E~ . ~;g~u:_~~j~t;;;f: ::@~~!£t!f1i:1~·.
Tuesday, Oct. 20
Zuba
@ Barrel House.

·

cert halt That ri~ver happened, and· .. crowd. at . one. point, right about : ·.indication" he ~s sea~chii:tg f6r an. ·
the'result was a lackluster-peffor~· when the keyboard ,werit .out'fdr·.:. uhders~ndingiof\vher~Ji~.is: his:
mance: . . ·
. . .
. . mqre than two songs. He adopted mid-life crisis;.. ·.
··,,·.
Lead singer Sean.Kelly came on . · an attitude that if the band couldn't · .· , . , . .. ..
·..
stage looking to the crowd.for a makethisconc~rtwork;hewasjui;t
~·
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Although mellow, this favorite mistake") makes this tune light yolli: cigarette II bring you. · table for the use of a ste0: guitar,
apples from the vine/How quickly which gives the song a C''Untry-.
is the:ti.uest, hardest music of it definite sing-a-fong. ..
"ThereGoestheNeighborhood" you forget I I run right back and esque flavor without the_ UI•iJleas-·
Everlast's. career.
· opens with a Very catchy drum and pour the wine I I. bring you every ant aftertaste.
hand-clap beat, bringing iri guitar thingthatfloatsintoyourmind/But
This is not a mus.ical sound
and heavier drums for the chorus. .you don't bring me anything but common to many alternative bands, .
·. ·This song is a playful sotial com- down ... " ·
butAthenaeum doesn't quite fit into
mentary, not ui1characteristic of
The Globe Sehions, like all the the altema-pop category; yet anCrow's e~rlier work (particularly songs i have mentioned (but can't ·other reason to give ,them a chance.
· the·spn'g~'()n her second; self-titled. possibly do justice to)are unforgetWhat really put Athenai;:um a
. release). Iri order to illustrate what · table. Crow outdoes herself with . notch above all the cookie~cutter
I mean, here are the opening lines; this effort, remaining sultry and alternative acts out there was their
"Hey; let's party / let's get down I vulnerable while still managing to capability to be m9re than four guys
Everla:st
, let's turn the radio on, this is the throw a cyni<;:al finger at the world from middle America who put out
Whitey For:d Sings the
meltdbwn I get out the camera I take around her. This is definitely the one radio hit and then die out.
.Blues ·
a· picture I the drag queens and the · best album to ever cross my desk.
· · lnfact, the song ''.Different Situfreah are all downtown ... ".
-wuren Mask~. Diversio;is Editor
ation" comments on that very phe(Tommy Boy) ·.
"Riverwide". is a wonderfully
nomerion: ·"In his rriind he's writ-'
·Sheryl Crow
soulful ballad which adds a chillten every. tine I He just recycles
''The white bqy is ba~k I and );ou
_jng violin fo the already established
them· all the time I It's a message
The G_lobe Sessions
know that he'd never be wack;'~.
guitar arid drum· instrumentation.
that sweeps the nation. Same
says itaUab,outEv~rl~st's.retum to
(A&M)
Again,
the~lyrics
win
the
day,.exwords, different situation."
the world of hip hop .. As chees)i as
posing
a
more
vulnerable
songA particularly striking songwas
it sounds, this opening line from .
Sheryl Crow, the country girl
"You'll
never
know
stress.
whl!t
.
track
four, "Lifeline," a conversa"The White Boy is Back"· begins .turned woman of tre world and selfTve
felt
I
tr)rin'
to
inake
up
fortost
ti
on
_in
which the speaker urges
Everlast's triumphant return; He is · ·proclaimed "den mother" to Sarah
time
I
once
I
believed
in
things
unsomeone
fo hold onto their own life:
indeed back, and; of cour~e~ he McLachlan's Lillth Fair, has proseen
I
I
was
blinded
by
'the
dark
I
"And
Ih_ate
to be the one I Telling
could never be wack.
duced another masterpiece of mu- ·
out
of
the
multitude
to
me
I
he
came
you
everything's
OK/ 'Cause what
Everlast's
debut · solo sical,attitude, The Globe Sessio1is.
and
broke
my
heart
...
"
·kind
of
god
would
give you life I
album.Whitey Ford Sings the Blµes, ·
You can almost hear Crow grow"It
Don't
Hurt,"
is
so
typical
of
·And
take
it
all
away?"
. has finally arrived after several 'ing wiser with each track - singThe only complaint I had was
years of anticipation; With the de- ing her heart out about where she's . cr·ow's resilierice - both 'as a
Athenaeum . .
that the band seemed to lose a little
mise of House of Pain, record label been and what she's 'been through, woma·n and as a musician. AlRadiance
ste~m toward the end of the album
problems and an almost lethal heart opening her soul to the Jisteri~r· though she seems to find herself
(Atlantic)
with a fow late songs that just didn't
attack last year, Everlast's hope to . while still managing to maintain alone, again, her sadness is· ab·sorbed by humor and optimism
move me like some of the others ..
establish himself as a solo artist that tough-girl cool.
"Radiance with the. smash hit
Whi.le Athenaeum doesh't exoutside of House of Pain. looked
Although this is one of those rare ("The electric inan looks good to- ·
very grim.
albums that can be listened to, skip day I maybe not; but I'm try in' hard 'What I Did,-i 't Know'" boasted the actly shine with Radiance, the boys
However, Whitey Ford. himself free, a few· songs definitely stand I tryln • hard ·t.o feel that way I the . sticker on the plastic cover of the .. do. manage to put a littl~ polish on
has burst back onto the scene with . out for'~heir musical superiority and · 'lectric· man's a gooc;l place to CD case. Rightaway lwas uneasy a brand of music often dulled by
a'remarkable new album which bur- innovation, as well as their lyrical start")~ The whole sfo~y ca~ be - bragging about one particular bubble~gum songs and radio oversummed up and linked together song on a CD usually means there. play. · .. ·
~ Jonath~ Mosko,
ies his previous work as frontman wit and ·wisdom. .
.· .
.
The opening track, "My Favorc With the choral line "it don't hurt · aren't any' other sorigs worthy of·
Asst. Divf!rsio11S Editor
for House of Pain:
."'E'verfast has <levetoped nis· ite"Mrsia:ke;;, has alread,Yhitiiie ra- like·'it:dld ;~:·I"-can·sing·fhy song mention, (See· The Best of Don
unique style of Caucasian hip hop dio waves, despite the fact that the again .. :" This is yet another ex~ McLean andjust pres~ stop after
irito an emotional melody on avery album was only released a few ample ofCrow's strength and femi- ."American Pie," -'-you'll thank me
nine appeal. · . · ;
for it.
personal level. Whitey Ford Sings weeks ago.
Even though I could go on in
Howe~er, I was surprised by the
the Blues successfully. mixes rap,
Blues, country and good old
blues and acoustic rockall into one, rock 'n' roll unite behind Crow's praise of each track, I' II wrap it up latest offering· from Athenaeum, a
·
g@ing back and forth at every tum guitar, and her soft but aggressive with "Anything but Down," one of CD entitleq Radiance.
Even after the first _sorig; "What·
of the album on su.ch tracks as vocal line and thoughtful lyrics the'most musically simple but beau· "Ends" and "What it's Like."
. ("Don't you know I when you go I tiful songs. on the album ..Crow's l Didn't Know," I was pleasantly·.··
It is a touching story of victory it's the perfect ending I to the bad raspy vocals betray her emotion and surprised by a deep, emotional, inthat does riot· even resemble the day I J; was just beginning I when highlight this emotive tale love telligent album.
Track five, "Spotlight," is nosimple, hard sty~e that he was once . )'OU go /all I know's I_ you're my and need. She sings to her lover, "I
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Road trippin': He3:d to Dayton
YOU .CAN'T GO WRONG IN A· CITY,THIS WR,GHT ·
~\Tr MADGES .

the country. This would be a great show times you can .call (937) 222- tion, Dayton does have its own Iesite to have apicnic Qr just sit back, SHOW.
gal enf9rcement system.
. .~o{ those: thaftoo~:'iJ~ adyice . ... Ex~ibits include. over 250 ak- relax. and enjoy your time away . Of course, you can't travel tO'
If none of these s·uggestions
. and wentrpad tripptn'J()h,t~ari,a~':: · craftandmissiles including,the re- · from campus.
payton and not enjoy the great di!J- · catch your eye, you coul~ always
· lis, it's time to pack up: the car 'once . 'cently retired and renovated Air
For those w~o just love to shop ing the city h~ to offer.
stop by the Madges residence and I
. agiliti'for another fun:.filled weekc ·. Force One jet.plus faniily oriented and then shop some more, you .
Some of the best-known area · amsure mama Madges would make
. end, . This time"you're. h~ding.to · and historically interesting aeronau- ·.could visit the ·newest upscale mall restaurants include Peasant Stock, . you a nice home-cooked .meal.
Dayton.
. . . . .·.·.·. · ·.... . .• . ticaldispll,lys.
..
. in America in the Mall at Fairfield Jay's Seafood, J. Alexander's, and. However, don't eat all the grub orl
. You might be a8king~yours~lf ··
Overo~eandaha~fmillion visi:- Commons. Stores such as J.C. Bravo. Each ofthese eateries of- will be having one lousy Thanksright now, "Why;tiiC.lieU do. ihey. tors'from af:ourid the world come Penn.ey, Sears, Parisian~ Lazarus fers excellent fcmd,.but might not giving.
want me to gq to Dayton?'' •: ··
· to Dayton• each year. to.· tou{this and Elder Beerman anchor the mall, be suitable if on a strict budget. .
·If you have gotten this far in the
but also included are over 150 spe. For those watching the dollar, article you must have some interWell, besides the fact i call it uriique,·freeattractiori.
home, Da}iton has ma~yuniq~e-of.:.·· · . 'If.the Mr" Force Museum is. a cialty shops.
·the best place to grab some grub is est in Dayton; so get. a group to~
f~ringsforalltastesandpreferencbs )ittle too historicalfor'you~ then
Dayton also offers a wide array Dayton's own Marion's Pizia.
gether ·and start planning your
that any and all economically-:chal- Carillon Park might be a welcom- of performing arts institutions and
.With, numerous restaurants all weekendexcursion.
lenged col~ege sfu~ents cm.enjoy. ing place to visit
.. .
. .. programs .. One of the most popu- over the city, Marion's offers great
Life is too short, so leave all your
. For those of you not tip.~:m your.
· ·Every year, visitors come from· .. •far is th~ world-renowned Dayton . pizzas, subs and salads that shame responsibilities, worries and probhistory, Dayton is the birthplace of all over. to see. the history. of the . Contemporary:D~nce Company. . our loc.al Cincinnati pizza parlors.. !ems behind and head.abOut an hour
aviation 'lllld for this''ieason,"The -MiamiValleye;x.hibitedinbuildings Others include the Dayton Ballet .... For: thos~ that want to test the north for a weekend of.unique exUnitCd StatesAirForceMuse0m, situated ona beautiful65~acre site. ,_and im~erous. broadway· perfor- party scene at another .school, the citement.
the oldest and fargest military.avia~
Many visitors come to hea~ the mances atthe Victoria Theatre.
University of Dayton is kriown for
T~ll them) sent you .
. tion museum in the world, should · beautiful music of the Carillori, one·
.Although you might be tired of throwing a good bash.
· be.your first stop:
.. .. . . of Dayton's best known landmarks. catching a fiick, ·it would. be well
Heck, with a name like the uo·
Next Stop:
·The Muse.um. uses both .chrono- ··· :Th€? C:arillon, a tower with bells re- worth the tim5! to see a show at the ·Ghetto }:iow could you not have fun
logical and subjectiveJayouts to tell sembling a church steeple (without New Ne.on .Mo.vies, the on Iy and go wild?. However~ do be careOxford
the exciting story ofaviation devel- the chllrch), is the-largest carillon Cinerama in the nation. For .a re- ·ful because although UO is out of ..·
· .(home to Miami {!.)
opmentfrom the days of the Wrigh~ . in Ohio and is among the largest in cording of the, current features and . the XU campus police's jurisdicAssistam Sports Et1itoi. )

brothers at Kitty Hawk to the Space
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An artist, ~n·age on trial
THE LIFE OF OSCAR WILDE JUST AS FASCINATING AS 'HIS OWN WORK . · .
BY JAY KA'LAGAYAN
Diversions Writer

Once in a while, a playwright
·more fascinating than his plays gets
the attention he deserves.
The Thomps.on Shelterhouse
features the life and downfall of
Os~ar Wilde - a production where
. the playwright becomes the pfay.
"Gross Indecency: The Three
Trials of Oscar Wilde," by Moises
Kaufman, _is an excellent complement to the Playhouse's production
of "The Imp'ortance of Being Earnest," penned by the famous playwrig9t and celebrity.
"Gross Indecency" examines
Wilde's life, and the events that.lead
him from becoming prosecutor to
defendant, in a series of suits in
turn-of-the-century London. ·
Jack Wetherall plays an excellently witty Wilde in the first act.
Wilde is almost stereotyped with
the quotable quips that.make his
writings gems of humor and observation. However, the cross-exami- .
nation of Wilde sfowly wears away
at his perso·nality as he is exploited.
The second act features a dispirited Wilde who facesjmprisonment
for his. homosexual tendencies.• notably the. gross indecency of.

sodomizing younger, yet willing· . acters, narrating
.teens. Kaufman removes Wilde's scenes and readwitty facade to expose the lonely ing headlines ...
soul of.the man.
· All the actors
Not only does his lifestyle come · contribute .to an
into question, but his .writings as o r c h. e s t r a t e d
well. A conservative society twist- chaos of voices
. ing the open meanings of art and .and quotes, one
expression to their own end is a fa- after the other. ·
miliar subject to merry ol~ England These outbursts
in theJ890's.
are ~ollowed by
The. question of Wilde's sexual- trial scenes in the ·
ity is also made public and con- first act.
demned. Kaufman shifts the play
However,
to a modern discussion of Wilde's where a formula
homosexuality. Kaufman's time- · of "Gross· Indetraveling talk show shares the em- cency" scenes
.braced idea of a celebrity withhold- might be found in
ing his or her sexuality today for act one, the sec- ·
risk of career or invasions of per- ond act gives way
PHoTO COURTESY OF PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
. sonal life.
to a .moody, less . .Oscar Wilde, played by Jack Wetherall,. left, is questioned by prosecuting .
attorney Edward Carson (Christopher McHale) in the Cincinnati Playhouse in
A Victorian setting leaves Wilde energetic scene.
the
Park's production of "Gross Indecency: The Toree Trials of Oscar Wilde;'
at the mercy of the prosecution, as
T.he stage is
Kaufman spoofs royalty as well as utilized to every
"Gross Indecency" will be perright-winged politicians and law~ extent, not wasting a creative inch
It is ironic that Wilde's work is
yers.
·The Th~mpson,
of platform. Set designer Pal Shortt ·often performed in the larger Marx formed
"Gross Indecency" includes an creates a minimal, yet fully versa- Theatre, but when ·a play is created · Shelterhouse until Oct. 25. For
incredible supporting cast. 'Sup- tile stage .
reflecting his actual life, .it takes . more information, please call 421. porting' meaning all the actors, with
The minimal set allowed focus . place in the smaller, darker 3888.
.
/
the excepti<;m of Wetherall, took on on the elaborate costumes by Eliza- Shelterhouse. However, both protwo or more characters.
beth. Hope. Clancy. Fot example, ductions are excellent ways to exKaufman and.Director Ed Stern Wilde~s spirit is reflected by
perience the man that was Oscar ·
Wilde.
.
have.actors constantly shifting char- simple flower in his lapel.
0
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'Dreams' lacks script; set steals. show
~

BY FRANK CARNICOM
Diversions Writerr

• PHOTO COURTESY OF POLYGRAM FILMS

Robin Williams -and Annabella
Sciarra share an_ e.motlonal,
though unconvincing. moment
in the afterlife in "What Dreams
May Come:'..

Writer/director Vincent Ward
offers a stunning displ~y of the
. power of computer-generated special effects .in the film, "What
Dreams May Come."
Throughout the film, computer
graphics are used .to create Robin
Williams' afterlife.
Williams' character uses paint_ings in his life as an emottonal
touchstone to reach his family .. His
afterlife, as a-reflection of his mor~
ta! life, is actually a painted landscape. The effect is an acrylic world

.

highlighted by a mont~ge of brilliarit multi-coloring. { .
. Itls impossible nottOmarvel at
.how blue-screen· photography has
progressed from the early days of
.. placing computer~generated char- ·
acters onto an actual set
In contrast,"WhatDreams May·
Come~· showcases an entire workl
of seamless imagery: Certainly, It
.becomes a dream-like experience.
Unfortunately, visual effects define· the filin, while the script falls
painfully short.
The cliched plot (reminiscent of
movies !ike "Ghost". and

'

.

"Beetlejuice") .offers originality Gooding, Jr., though normally a
only in its godless premise. In this wonderful actor, delivers a performo'vie, the afterlife is driven by . mance hardly worth mentioning;
human thought and love.
his emotional scenes incite more
However, these modern and laughter than feeling. Finally,
post-modern philosophical issues Anabella Sciorra, ~hose character's
are displayed without artistic focus is her undying love for Willsubtlety .and lea ye the viewer emo- iains, is bland and unconvincing.
tionally detached from the characWhile the script a.nd acting are,
ters.
at ·best, mediocre, "What Dreams
The acting leaves much to be May Come" does allow the viewer
desired as well. Williams' perfor- · to be immersed for a few hours in a
mance is disappointing because this grand pseudo-reality. that almost
role, basically an adult with a compensates for its other flaws.
child's heart, is no different from
Critic's rating: 2.5 out of S stars
many others he has pfayed. Cuba

'The C-rosstown Shootout': Not just basketball anymore
XAVIER PLAYERS HOST SHOOTOUT OF THEIR OWN, ·MYSTERY nlEATER STYLE
ketball and that quaint alternative play closes. I have no doubt that
college across town in Clifton.
the group will tighten up their tech~
You may have noticed the inaifl'
"The Crosstown Shootout" nical problems before Thursday
.
dining room in the University Cen- opens Thursday night; a great pre- night~
ter has received a temporary name cursor to Midnight Madness on FriThe unimaginative use ofspace
change to !'The Crosstown Cafe," day.
by director Bud Walters is. more
The play gets ciff to a slow start. than compensated for by the infecThis is the setting for the Xavier .
Players current production of a par- . with a mock award ceremony. The tious energy of the cast. The stu- ·
ticipation mystery entitled, "The . acting seems forced and contrived dents in. the play are obviously hav~
Crosstown Shootout."
and the cast needs· tci pick up the· ingablast with.this production, and
This season-opener is an· inter- pace.
tha~ excitement rubs ()ff on the auestin~ but timely choice for the
This cast may find it difficult to . dience.
group;
engage and maintain audience atThe vignettes of staged action
It is intere~ting because· it is an . tention in the open bar atmosphere··•• 'are interrupted by the big band in- ·.
original script by. Hal Thomas and they are trying to create.
terhides. During this time the c;ast
the cast of the play; (The cast
The plot is difficult to follow members mingle with the crowd.
throughout the rehearsal ·process because a great deal of dialogue is · ·
It is at these moments that the
wrote a great deal of dialogue.)
lost in the acoustically poor atmo- charm of the piece'comes to life. It
As you enter the main dining. sphere of the main dining room..
is ·a rarity in theater that the audiroom, yrn.i are time-warped back to
.· With this in mind, the. best as- ence has an opportunity .to interact
the days of flappers and gangsters. sistance we can offer to our fellow with· actors· in character. This efComplete with a big band and a students that make. up ·the Xavier fec(compensates for ·mast of the
cash bar, the cafeteiia iS trans- Players is to pack the dining room play's woes.
formed into a 1940s speak~easy.
with.bodies to help absorb the echo.
As the play unfolds, we find an
In all fairness, l was only able interesting mystery revealed.
The choice is timely because of
the connection with the ever-antici- to.attend a dress rehearsal in order While the cast and audience attempt
pated match· between Xavier bas- to get a revie"". printed before the · to solve the mystery, we find ourBY AARON BREFORD
Diversions Writer

.

selves caught
up in th_e
middle of the' ·
original cross~
town shootout·
"The Cross~
town•.· Shoot~
out"
opens
·Thursday night .
and · .runs
through Sunday in the mail]
'dining ·room··
(oops, I mean
the Crosstown
Cafe):.
Show times
T.h u rs day
throu'gh Sun~_ · Detective Mike:Mallof (Nathan Moster,'left) and
day· are 8 p.ril.
Professor Van Drek (Rocky Merz) take time out
The cost is of the case .to pose for a photo.
·
$5 for students
and $10 for non-students.· season's first Crosstown Shootout.
So for less money than a movie,
Tickets are on s.ale at the box
get out this weekend, impress your office.in the University Center.
date, sho\\'. some· culture, support
your friends and. head over to this.
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Fairfield University brif!-gsy~u the
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Semester.programs: , .

-~

·

• ·111CYCl.fl~S

,

. Florence, Italy" )he cradle of Renaissance ...
civitization," _Wroxton, England~ study in a :

• l~lJllNl'l'IJllE

16th century abbey ...
Short!term Prog.rams:

..

.

San Jose, Costa Rica; Jl.rderabad,India,· .·
.Jerusalem, Israel;. The Netherlands and.
Gemia.ny; St. Petersbu~g, Russia

FALL····

Summer'99 inFlore.nce:.
•Earn 6 undergraduate credits
•Wide variety of courses
.'. · .•Completeh:avel/lodging
package
.
.,

·Foi· more information on any of ourp1.·ograms
call Christine Bowers, Coordinator for Study
Abroad Programs, toll-free (888.) 254-1566 or
e-mail: cbbowers@fairi.fairfield:edu
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Fairfield·-.
UNIVERSITY

. Schoo!of Co11tinui11g Ed~c~tion ··

This is a place. unlike any other. A plac~ wlth one name, and infinite .·.
· possibilities. Aplace thats rriany companies, with many opportunities.- You'll
bring your o~ ideas here. Your skills; your ambition.· you'll' put· them all tO . ·
work ill a unique environment of t~am spirit and individual achievement that
·· . have made this company_ the worldleader it is today. And you'll make it
better than you fotind it.
··
. Whatever ye>ur major is; Fidelitys .diverse and entrepreneurial envimnment
may be perfectly sui~ed t~_y-o,ur particular ~r.ea d(expertise. We.1nvite_you · .
..· i:o attend our on-campus presentation and to speak with: our representatives .
· :tq lean1 inore·ab91.lt the l.11;1iqu·e opportuniti~s Fidelity. .
· ..· · .. .
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INFORfVIATION SESSION: . . . .

.

.

Fidelity lnve5t~ents - Midwest· Region:
Xavier· University.· ·
' ·Monday, October 19th,. 5;30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
University. Center, Regis Room
If you are unable 'to attend, ple~se forward your, resume via
.. Career S~rvices or e-mail it t~ college.relations;midwest@fmr.com

.-----------------------!"'-----------~----------------------~
Fidelity Investments i~ committed to creating a diversified
: environment and proud to be an equal· opportuni~. employer.
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Correction: The last day to
drop fall semester classes is Nov.
19. Last issue's notice to drop was
for eight-week classes. Stop panicking, unless you needed. to drop .
an eight-week Class. What do you·
care? You shouldn't be dropping
classes anyway.
·

' ''' )~October
I] ~ I

ti IJ~ Vi
14 ·.

International Coffee Hour
will provide the milk so you don't
have to take your roommate's.
· You know how that ticks them off.
And the people in the Romero
Center understand and do not
want that to dampen your experience of ~earning and interacting
with other cultures at 3:30 p.m.
Flu shots are available at
Health and Counseling. With this
shot, you can be sure that the flu
will not be the illness of the week
when you do get sick, which
means you will just have to take
some penicillin, even though you
have become immu'ne to the drug.
The shots are available till
Thanksgiving Break (Monday
thru Friday, 1-4:30_ p.m.) .ior
$10, which you can conveniently
bill to your bursar's bill .. If the
parental units· will pay for this
because it helps you stay healthy,
will they also p~y for the wine.
since a glass of that a: day is good
for the heart?

t

CAMPUS CALENDAR

week of OCTOBER 14, 1998
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National AICohol ·Awareness
Week: ·Be.aware of alcohol.

To place an item in the calendcar, call 745-3122-or send it campus mail to ML Z129.

Ii: lll ifi1J!\'I
October 15
Sweetest Day is coming up
sometime in the· near future and
the commuter info people are
helping you stay out of trouble by
selling carnations (and it's
cheap, but it is always the thought
that counts, not the amount). They
are taking orders at their desk
across from the Grill. Don't say
we didn't remind you. (Oh, and
deep down inside, it is the a~ount
. thatcounts.)
Back by demand: Open· Mic
Night, on the Residential Mall
from 7-10 p.m.

Crosstown ·shootout is at 8 .·
·p.m. in the University Center Theatre. 'fhe second performance of
four that are being performed.
Campus-sponsored fun starts
at 8 p.m. on Corcoran Field with
the women's soccer team playing
University of Massachusetts. The
first 100 students will receive priority seating at th<:: soccer game
and floor seats to Midnight Mad-.
ness. (What, they don't think we
would go to the soccer game without some sort of a bribe?) While
at the game, you can enjoy a halftime performance by Coca~Cola~s ·
FUNatics and Q102 will be airing· live from somewhere around
the field.

Midnight Madness will follow the game with the doors opening at 10:30 p.m. Remember, just
because the doors are open, it
doesn't mean they'll let you in at
that time. They like to watch students push and shove and then join
together against authority. If they
don't let.you in, they will have a
live video feed of it in the Armory,
Thursday night is to drinking
wnich-is next to the Fieldhouse (in
like water is to a fish; Guess that
case you didn't know). It will be.
rneans you are ordered to go· to
·die same as always: music, lights;
your local watering hole. · Of
movie, people trying to shoor a
. Amnt:'.sty Intern.ational is sponcourse, this is not promoting unsoring a trip to Georgia tci protest
derage drinking, as none of this . basketball for money and Coke
the closing of the School of
. secti.on ever is. It is siniply an en-. . and. lgoking like fools ..:becailse
they can't throw a ball save their
_ Americas Nov.. 20-22. In prepacouragement to relax a little .and
lives: and then the famous Xavier
ration for this trip, they are showto soCialize.
.cheerleaders and dance team (let's .
ing a video at 7 p.m. in Alter Btry to not drop anyone this. time
11 to furt~er explain why they are
guys). And last, but not least (duh,
protesting. .The movie and the ·.
look who they are compared to),
trip are open to anyone that is in0 to· b e r ·1 6.
the 'men's and women's 1998-99
. terested ... To sign up, go to the
Xavier basketball team and their
Dorothy Day House.
The. commuters are looking.
first practice of the season.
. out .for .your good .this time
.. Th_ey
.
· Reminder to seniors: If you
are having lots of days for .you to ·
Sex, Drugs, Rock 'n' Roll is
are not going to persue further
remember to buy someone carna. tions. Maybe you can buy ·them
eductation after you graduate,
playing at the Aronoff Center.
some for being so helpful. ·
· Feed your heart; mind and soul.
find a job now.
The fall play, Crosstown
Shootout, is in the University
Center Theatre at.8 p.m. This exciting performance allows the au~·
dience to partfoipate in the mystery. Gotta hate.it when someone
dies in a play and then they ruin it
by coming out for the final bow.

to
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Mojo JJoogie is honoring ail of
those g~aduatiilg inDecember and
May at Dana's. Dr. Colella, Ph.d.
and his blues band
be there ...
for all those not interested in the
campus festivities and tho.se who
won't stay for the entire first basketball practice ofthe season (urn,
that. is everyone who is over 21
years old)~ They are playing from
9 p.m.-1 a.m. so everyone will
have a chance to do everything
tonight, well, almost everything.

will

The women.'s soccer team has
a· game ag.ilinstRhOde Island at the
soccer fie14 on.campus at 1 p.m.
'Chances are you won't get any· thing except the personal ~atisfac~
tiori ,of knmving that you took.
· time out ofyour busy day (of
studying, which you are-just putting offtillthe last mil)ute) to help
· support women's athletics ·at
Xavier.·
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The classical guitar series pre- '' •
sents Jorge Caballero at 2:30 p.m.
jnthe University Center Th~atre. {'

li!till 11-11~\'I

The final performance of
Crosstown Shootoutis at 8 p.m.
in the University Center Theatre.
The performers have it down-pat
now, so this would be the best and
last time to see this great mystery

October 1 7
Crosstown Shootout is ·playing once again in the University
Center Theatre at 8 p.m. They
should pretty mtich have their lines
down by now. It is likely that each
perform.ance will be completely
different.
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;~~~; sh?oling (an educated

October 19

Travis Tritt is at the Cincinnati ·
Gardens at 8 p.m. This is a great
thing for .those that are into country music and all, but the whole
. idea is rather nauseating knowing
that he is playing at the same place
our men's basketball team plays.
Happy Birthday to all those
who recently had a birthday, are·
presently having a birthday, or
will be having a birthday in the
near future .. And an even happier
birthday if you are turning 21 and
can finaliy legally get into a holein-the-wall bar. ·And an even
more of a happier birthday to those
that are having a birthday party to
celebrate their birthday with a few
of their closest friends at the expense ·of another friend's· house.
This iS all a hypothetical situatio~.
ofcourse ..
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Dr. Robert Gervasi, Dean of
McKendree College, is speaking i•
on solidarity rights as part of the
f ;. .
50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
~'.
r:
in Kelley Auditorium at 7 p.m.
e
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t

Annie (the red~headed <?rphan · ~
that we all wan'ted to be for some /.
demented reason) is playing at the ;;
. Aronoff Center. It must be pretty · 1.·
. cool having y~ur name spelled '
f.;
out in fireworks. Or maybe it
··1
was the ~og.
·
f(
11,

HOUSE FOR RENT
1517 Dana Ave. $1000/
month. Pay by semester. DeposiVReferences. Limit 4. Call
738-3343.

WORK FOR THE BEST!
Brighton Gardens by ·
Marriott. Full & part-time positions available: Cooks, Servers
& Utility. Great pay ... great benefits ... great company! Apply in
person at 4650 East Galbraith
Rd._ or call 7.92~9697.

HELP WANTED
Looking for arepresentative
to promote GTE Wireless at
HELP WANTED
special events & promotions in
· NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYCincinnati & Northern Kentucky
area. Need to be available to · MENT - Work in America's
National Parks, forests & wildwork some evenings & weeklife· preserves; Competitive .
ends. Approximately 20 ·hours
wages + bonuses! Ask us how! .
per week. Call Kristi(513) 886~
0080.
.
Call Ouidoor Employment Re~
sources: 517-336-4291 Ext.
N5564L
.
HELP WANTED
ABSOLUTE
SPRING
NANNY NEEDED
BREAK ... "TAKE.2" 2 FREE
Professional couple seeking
TRIPS ON .ONLY 15 SALES
full/part-time nanny in Mason.
and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Ages. 3 months & 20 months ..
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, PaMust have own transportation.
dre! Lowest Prices! Free Meals,
Flexible day time hours: ComParties & Drinks. ••umited Pfpetitive salary & paid.holidays.
fer. •• ·
1~800-426-77101
Call 398-7122.
www.sunsplashtours.com.
PING PONG
BABYSITTING
The Cincinnati Table Tennis
After 12 p.m. Days flexible;
Club has 8 tables available for
1-2 children, ages 4 & 8. Own
.players of all skill levels. Locatransportation. Near Kenwood
tion: X.avier Armory. Tues.,
Towne Centre. Call 984~9925.
Thurs. & Sun. 7 p.m.-11 p.m. $5/
$3 students. Call Mike Lecture
APARTMENT FOR RENT
for more info. 244-6008.
2 bedroom apartment with
CDS&TAPES
fireplace & laundry. Walking disAwesome CDs & tapes from
tance from campus, Heat_&
A to Z.·LOW PRICES! Call 440water paid. Available Nov. 15.
954-4541.
Call 772-0999.

classifieds

HELP WANTED
FREE CD HOLDERS, TSHIRTS, PREPAID· PHONE
CARDS. EARN $1,000 PARTTIM E.ON CAMPUS. JUST

Classifieds are 25 cents .per cALL 1~800-932-0528X64.
word.with a $5 mini111urn. To . ~:aEf:j~~B.:. How to get
ur clas· s· ified.··,°'·c··a-..· l_I th_·e· .· . JOB,
any job you want1 $3 + sase to_
·
P.O. Box 361463,.ClevePl.ace .T~o··
. advertiSi ng manager Clt
land, OH or call 440-954-4541;
', 745•356.·1·.
LET u;u~~6N~OUR .

FOR RENT
·Newly remodeled house for
rent In Norwood. Reasonable.
Utilities pl;lid. Separate .entrances. $300/month. Call 7977433.
HELP WANTED.
PLAY' IT AGAIN SPORTS
Kings Auto Mall, needs part. time· sales associate~ Flexible
hours. Fun jobl Call Mary
@583-0040.

·. · HELP WANTED
SPRING BREAK
. · Become part of the hotel
.. PLAN NOW!Cancun,- Ja· MANAGERS/TELLERS
$1250 FUNDRAISER ·
of choice in Cincinnati! We have.
maica, Mazatlan; &
Padre.
WANTED!
'Credit Cf!rd fundraiser for' immediate. openings in our
Early bird savin:gs i.mtil Oct. 31.
Buckeye Check Cashing.
student organizations. You've · housekeeping dept. Part-time
·Ameri~'s best prices 8'. pack~
Immediate openings at several · . seen other groups doing it, now positions available startin·g at
ages. Campus sales reps
downtown.locations. We offer
it's Y.OUr tum. One week is all it $6.79/hr. We offer immediate
wanted; Earn free trips + cash ..
EXCELLENT EARNINGS,
takes. NO gimmicks; t'-;JOtrk:ks, · eligibility for tuition reimburse- .
1 .~ 8 0 0 - .s U .R. F S ~ U P.
BENEFITS PACKAGE and ADNO obligation. Call for inforrT1a-· ment. Applications accepted ;
_www.st1;1dentexpres5.com.
VANCEMENT OPPORTUNI- ·· tiontoday. 1_800 _932 •0528 x65 . Mon.-Thurs. between 9 a.m.-3
TIES; We pay for parking! Apwww.ocrnctmcepts.coin ·
·· p.m. Come apply today at:
PART-TIME CHILDCARE
The Westin Cincinnati ..
ply in person at: 658 Main St.
. Looking· for after~school
Cintl. or call (513) 929-4155.
MYSTERY SHOPPERS
. HR Dept.
childcare. 3 p.m.-5 p.m., Mon.21E.5th·St. .
WANTED
Fri. Must have a car. Experience
You dine. We pay. Two years
Cincinnati; ·oH 45202
.HELP WANTED
preferred. CaU745-4889:
mihimuni professional restaususan.gallus@westin.com
For servers• & cooks. FlexEOEM/F.
ible hours. Mt. Lookout Cinema , rant.experience.a must. Why not . .
enjoy a meal out on us? Call ·
· ... HELPWANTED
Grill. Please call 321-7999.
SWING DANCE '
PDB Management Company 1SPRINGBREAK Cancun,
HALLOWEEN MUSICAL _ 888~656-7999.
SWING! With PeteWagner
Florida, etc. Best hotels, parties,
"One Monster After AnOrchestra at the newly renoprices. Book early & save!! Earn
other\ Halloween musical for
vated Music Hall Ballroom, Fri., . money + free trips! ·Camp~s
FOR RENT
kids! Saturday, Oct. 17, 2 & 5
Oct. 16, 7 p.m. Tickets halfReps/Organizations wanted. In" .
Female roommate wanted
p.m., Memorial Hall; next to
to share apartment $217 a ' price! Only $1 O! Specif:\I offer for. tar-Campus Programs 1-800• Music Hall. All ticketS $8. Call
Xavier students/staff; ask for J- 327-6013. www.icpt.com.
·
241-SHOW. Presented by the month: Walking distance from
type tickets:
campus. Call 772-0909.
Cincinnati Arts Association.
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